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From NF to Thatcher to 
Labour 'lefts': 

• 
ICIS urore 

overimmi r 
• 
Ion 

In an effort to rally popular support for 
the next parliamentary elections, theopposi
tion Conservative Party has sought to make ex
clusion of non-white immigrants its campaign 
hobby horse. Tory leader Margaret Thatcher 
launched the racialist uproar over the Liberal
Labour coalition government's immigration pol
icy in a nationwide television address on Jan
uary 30. Thatcher demagogically claimed that 
if present immigration policies continued, by 
the end of the century Britain would be deluged 
by some four million Pakistani or 'New Common
wealth' immigrants: 'That is an awful lot, and 
I think it means that people are really rather 
_~tr~i!J. Sijj~ <1~~#;'1 ilWli*"tW.~~Aif:w~P~ll,-by 
people of a different culture." 

Carrying the campaign a step further, 
Thatcher's deputy William Whitelaw told a par
ty conference in late March that a future Con
servative government would impose across-the
board quotas on immigration to Britain. 

This latest Tory campaign occurs in a con
text of increasing racial polarisation and vi
olent clashes between the fascist National 
Front, which has repeatedly organised provoca
tive race-hatred marches, and its leftist and 
immigrant opponents. By making the issue their 
own the Conservatives are seeking to undercut 
the increasingly active NF and right-wing 
demagogues like Enoch Powell. Despite a series 
of militant strikes last year, the ruling Lib
Lab coalition has managed to keep the lid on 
wage increases -- prompting the Tories to seek 
political advantage in the explosive area of 
race relations. 

However the Labour Party tops are just as 
committed to harsh and racially discriminatory 
controls as are the Liberals and Tories. La
bour's initial response to Thatcher's outburst 
was to point to its own restrictive measures 
and the fact that immigration dropped some 25 
per cent in 1977 over the previous year as 
proof that the Labour Party isn't 'soft' on im
migration. Labour Home Secretary Merlyn Rees 
defended his party's record proudly, saying: 
'The exclusion figures speak for themselves.' 
Responding to the charge that 'What you really 
mean is that immigration control is a device to 
keep out coloured people', Rees stated: 'That 
is what it is .... I don't think we should hide 
from it and that's what people are conc~rned 
about' (Weekend World, 4 February). 

Then on March 21, five Labour MPs joined 
five Conservative colleagues to endorse the Se
lect Committee on Immigration and Race Re
lations report, which calls on the government 
to cut immigration drastically and introduce a 
quota system for British passport holders. 
Among other provisions, this thoroughly racist 
report calls for devoting more resources to the 
hunt for 'illegal' immigrants, criticises the 
government's 1973 temporary amnesty for 'il
legals' and demands the institution of some 

kind of 'internal control' pass-book system for 
immigrants. 

Anti-immigration backlash 

The current-racial unrest in Britain has a 
long history. A shortage of unskilled labour in 
Britain in the late 1950s inspired Tory minis
ters like Enoch Powell to woo immigrants from 
Asia and the West Indies. In responding, citi
zens of these countries utilised their right of 
entry to the capital of the01d Empire. But by 
the end of the decade the economy had begun to 
turn downward, resulting in a racialist back-

~~~~~l~~·t rii{i1~<~trt~IlIt~a~*'r~:tI<~0~;n 
1962, without any real opposition from the 
Labour Party, the Tories passed the first of a 
series of restrictive immigration acts. 

Today, the overall non-white population is 
just under three per cent of the total popula
tion, and even differential birth rates com
bined with continued levels of immigration will 
not shift this dramatically by the turn of the 
century. Britain's continuing economic crisis 
has acted to 'naturally' discourage immigra
tion. In fact, the total population of Britain 
has actually dropped, as more people are leav
ing this economically depressed country than 
are entering. 

The real reasons for the rise in racial ten
sions and violence lie in the rotting fabric of 
social life in Britain. In the decaying inner 
cities, where 'New Commonwealth' immigrants are 
overwhelmingly concentrated, Labour's austerity 
policies -- particularly spending cuts -- are 
making life increasingly miserable for the pop
ulation. With deteriorating health, education 
and housing conditions and rising unemployment, 
the situation is ripe for the exacerbation of 
racism. 

Those leftists who continue to peddle illu
sions in the Labour Party or simply indulge in 
rhetorical 'fight back' verbiage cannot counter 
the increasingly shrill cries that the immi
grants are somehow to blame. So long as the 
working class continues to accept the framework 
of capitalist irrationality and thus conceives 
of improving its own miserable condition at the 
expense of some other sector of the population, 
divisions within the working class are bound to 
grow. 

Both the Labour Party leadership and reputed 
'left' MPs have amply demonstrated their full 
collaboration in enforcing racialist policies. 
The Labour Party has endorsed immigration con
trols since the early 1960s, and in 1968 James 
Callaghan, then Home Secretary, pushed the Ken
yan Asian Act through the Commons in order to 
prevent persecuted non-white British citizens 
in Kenya from entering the country. This act 
was a blatant capitulation to anti-Asian 
British chauvinism. 
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Police seize demonstrator at Lewislt .... 1917. 

NF pushes racialist filth at Lewisham. 

Furthermore, Labourite 'moderates' were not 
the only ones to join the Tories in signing the 
racist Select Committee on Race Relations and 
Immigration report. Syd Bidwell, long-time 
'anti-racist' spokesman of the Labour 'left' 
and a founding sponsor of the Anti Nazi League, 
was a prominent Commi'ttee member and joined the 
clamour for draconian new anti-immigration 
legislation. 

This is quite consistent with the Tribun
ites' other poliCies, in particular their call 
for protectionist import controls, which ap
peals to the same reactionary chauvinism. Only 
a revolutionary leadership, committed to a con
sistent struggle against all the myriad forms 
of oppression in capitalist society, has the 
capacity to mobilise the strength of Britain's 
powerful trade-union movement to smash this ra
cism and national chauvinism which seek to set 
worker against worker. 

WSL attacks Leninist 
immigration policy 

Such a leadership will not, however, be 
built by the likes of Alan Thornett's right
centrist Workers Socialist League (WSL). During 
the recent faction fight in the organisation, 
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The I-CL school of centrist 
confusion 

Almost 90 people attended a 5 May debate be
tween the International-Communist League (I-CL) 
and the Spartacist League (SL) on 'What pro
gramme for the socialist revolution?' The 
lively discussion of issues ranging from the 
critical support tactic to guerrilla warfare 
fully documented the SL's characterisation of 
the I-CL as 'nationally-centred left Pabloites 
shaped by the International Socialists'. 

The I-CL current first emerged out of the 
Grant group in 1966 as a clique of self-styled 
Trotskyists around Sean Matgamna. The grouping 
took up the 'unity' call of the International 
Socialists (IS, now Socialist Workers Party) 
in 1968, spending three years in the Cliff or
ganisation before being expelled in 1971. 
While still in the IS it adopted a stance of 
'critical support' to the Pabloite revisionist 
United Secretariat of the Fourth International 
(USFI), ~ut with its characteristic elevation 
of organisational expediency above politics it 
refused to join the British USFI group after 
being expelled. Finding this stance 'organis
ationally embarrassing', in 1975 the Matgamna
ites modified their formula of conciliation 
somewhat, dubbing the USFI the 'mainstream' of 
'post-Trotsky· Trotskyism' which however re
quired 'ideological regeneration and organisa
tional reconstruction". 

In 1975 these small-time manoeuvrists fi
nally thought they had hit the jackpot. First 
came a fusion with a state-capitalist tendency 
expelled from the IS, and the Matgamnaites tri
umphantly adopted the pretentious name I-CL. 
But only the name had changed, as the 'fusion' 
speedily collapsed. Then the I-CL latched onto 
an equally unprincipled international bloc, the 
so-called 'Necessary International Initiative' 
with the critical Pabloites of the German 
Spartacusbund and an Italian group led by 
Roberto Massari. This bloc soon disintegrated 
as well. 

The very fact that this debate took place is 
testimony to the growth of the international 
Spartacist tendency (iSt) in Britain. Two years 
ago Matgamna told members of the London Spar
tacist Group, 'I'll take you seriously when 
you've got your first British recruit.' (Such 
parochialism recalls the Victorian newspaper 
headline: 'Fog in Channel, Continent isolated'. 
Obviously the hundreds of non-British sup
porters of the iSt were of no interest to 
Matgamna's 'International Communists'.) 

'Dogmatism'? 

Martin Thomas, speaking for the I-CL, 
charged the SL with 'trying to find cut-and
dried formulas to guarantee against opportunism' 
rather than seeking to answer the 'key question: 
what is the next step forward?' To the SL's 
insistence on the fight for the revolutionary 
programme in the mass movements, the I-CL 
counterposes 'the logic of the class struggle'. 

Acc~ding to Thomas, the SL converts the 
revolutionary programme into a 'good idea' 
which it then counterposes to the real move
ments actually going on. Thus the SL suppos
edly says: 'Would it not be a good idea if the 
Arabs gave up their struggle against Israel 
and resorted instead to class struggle against 
their own bourgeoisie? Would it not be a good 
idea if the Catholics in the North [of Ire
land] gave up their struggle against the Orange 
bourgeoisie and struggled instead against the 
Green bourgeoisie?' 

It certainly would be a good idea if Thomas 
and his comrades actually read what the SL has 
written about these situations. It is a simple 
flat falsehood that the SL has ever advocated 
that the Palestinians or Irish Catholics 'give 
up' their struggle, as the slightest acquaint
ance with our press will make clear. 
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Rather the question is, what programme can 
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lead to liberation for the oppressed? The I-CL 
simply despairs of ~ny fundamental alteration 
of the situation in either area. It is the iSt 
which has tackled the task of analysing the 
complex situations in the Near East and North
ern Ireland and elaborating a strategic orien
tation which can break the deadlock of nation
alist confrontations. 

As SL speakers brought out, these situ
ations are not classical settler migrations 
(such as the United States, Australia or, 
going further back, most modern nations) in 
which the settlers simply overwhelm and sub
merge the indigenous population, initially 
through superior military technology and fi
nally through sheer strength of numbers. 
Neither are they colonial dependencies of a 
metropolitan power, in which the foreign set
tlers form a thin possessing and administrative 
caste on top of a native society (such as 
Algeria was and Rhodesia is today), with the 
settlers depending on the exploitation of in
digenous labour to achieve a standard of living 
orders of magnitude greater than that of the 
native masses. 

The Hebrew-speaking population of Israel and 
the Protestant population of Northern Ireland 
constitute complete class-stratified peoples, 
from bourgeoisie to proletariat. So long as 
they are led by bourgeois or petty-bourgeois 
leadersb~ps with a nationalist programme, the 
oppressed Palestinians and Irish Catholics find 
themselves automatically pitted against masses 
of currently advantaged workers who feel them
selves threatened with the inversion of the 
existing oppression. They are thus unable to 
take advantage of any social divisions in the 
opposi te camp. , 

In these cases, the Marxists seek to widen 
the existing class contradictions among the 
oppressor people, to polarise the oppressor 
society from within, to deprive the oppressor 
bourgeoisie of its most powerful weapon for 
maintaining domestic order, the'spectre of 
national annihilation. Thus Trotskyists seek to 
build parties in regions such as the Near East, 
Ireland, and Cyprus which demonstratively 
reject the irredentist territorial claims of 
either side, precisely in order to effectively 
shatter the stranglehold of the oppressor bour
geOisie over its 'own' working class. 

A central demand in such areas of interpen
etrated peoples is for a Socialist Federation 
of the region, under which -- and only under 
which' -- political independence for those 
peoples desiring it could be equitably granted. 
In no case do we lend the slightest support to 
the existing state founded on the oppression of 
another people. Thus we demand the immediate 
withdrawal of British troops from Northern 
Ireland. Thus we give military support to any 
independent Palestinian forces which clash with 
the bourgeois Israeli state. 

Only a class approach can bring justice to 
the oppressed nationality and to the working 
masses of both oppressor and oppressed peoples. 
But a class approach demands a struggle against 
the bourgeois nationalist illusions of the 

oppressed, against their misleaders. This is 
what the I-CL shrinks from. For it would be 
unpopular among the muddle-headed petty
bourgeois 'supporters' of 'the Third World 
struggle', who compensate for their irrelevance 
by forming a noisy cheering gallery for those 
who lead the oppressed into self-defeating 
communal slaughter. 

Sitting a safe distance above the arena, 
these 'supporters' view the self-sacrificing 
ranks of the nationalist movements as gladi
ators, applauding their militancy as they fight 
for their 'own' bourgeOisie. In contrast, 
Trotskyists seek to build the world party of 
socialist revolution by rooting it in the 
working class, the only force which can lead 
the struggle for the equality of nations in the 
epoch of imperialism. 

I-CL chameleons 

At the debate, the I-CL chameleons jumped on 
the feminist bandwagon with a shamelessness 
which exposed the cynicism of its pretensions 
to the Trotskyist perspective of proletarian 
revolution. A female I-CL supporter argued that 
women must organise themselves separately from 
men 'because men have a short-term interest in 
women's oppression'. She added that she was 
'not speaking of the men of the revolutionary 
left, although some of them leave a lot to be 
desired' -- revealing, perhaps, an aspect of 
political life inside the I-CL. 'The revol
utionary van~~ard is miniscule in relation to 
the large autonomous women's movement ... de
veloped internationally despite the revolution
ary left', she insisted. 

To a Marxist, there can be no such thing as 
an 'autonomous' women's movement. The only 
'autonomy' which is desirable is independence 

from the bourgeoisie and its ideology. That 
'autonomy' is attainable only by a women's 
movement built around the communist programme 
and led by a cOmmunist leadership. As always, 
the I-CL tails after what is, opposing the 
fight for what is required. 

But the cheerleaders of the 'Third World', 
the feminists and the rest of the petty
bourgeois radical swamp are not the only attrac
tion for the professional capitulators of the 
I-CL. The real pressure to adapt comes from the 
reformist leaders of the organised working 
class. And so it is not surprising to see the 
I-CL, vocal supporters of the Provisional IRA 
and the feminists, carrying their adaptation 
into the prO-imperialist and male-chauvinist 
Labour Party, under the idiotic slogan, 'Watch, 
Pressurise and Fight'. Perhaps motivated by the 
desire to get a piece of the disintegrating 
Chartist group, the new I-CL-supported 'Labour 
Campaign for Socialism' consciously seeks a 
niche only quantitatively to the left of the 
ultra-minimalist Militant group. 

But all the Matgamna group's previous ef
forts to work within the working class have 
ended with spectacular failure. With one or two 
exceptions in certain white-collar unions, the 
I-CL has proven itself incapable of holding on
to its trade-union fractions; an astonishing 
number of now-defunct I-CL-supported trade
union papers ('Real Steel News', 'Machine Tool 
Worker', 'The Hook', 'Germ's Eye View', etc) 
are testimony to this group's inability to give 
its ranks staying power in situations where 
they face an extended period of unpopularity 
and isolation. 

The only constant in the politics of the 
I-CL is its penchant for wilting under pressure. 
One of the SL's main speakers graphically ex
posed the I-CL's characteristic gutlessness by 
quoting a seemingly intransigent I-CL appraisal 
of the USFI in 1976 (' ... we now accuse it of 
treason to the programme of Trotskyism') and 
comparing it to Matgamna's waffling when under 
pressure from the USFI's International Marxist 
Group during discussions between the two groups 
a few weeks later: 

' ... the problem is that since world war 2 
Trotskyism has been trying to reconstruct it
self. That self-reconstruction has not been 
accomplished, including not by the I-CL. The 
USFI has made pernicious adaptations, but 
they have been part of a real attempt to come 
to terms with new reality, mistakes rather 

oontinued on page 9 
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1MB • • A swamp" for all seasons 

Chasing the chil·dren of '68 
The mid-April conference of the Inter-' 

national Marxist Group (IMG -- British section 
of the Pabloi te United Secretariat (USec]) s'aw 
the central leadership of John Ross and Brian. 
Grogan receive a bit of a buffeting. First, in 
a display of brazen hypocrisy, the 'fraternal' 
delegation from the USec international leader
ship rebuked its British acolytes for oppor
tunism. Then seventy per cent of the delegates 
voted against the IMG leadership's attempt to 
hold onto a' final shred of 'orthodoxy' on the 
party question, and proclaimed that henceforth 
'women's caucuses' in the·IMG will be strictly 
independent of any form o~ control by the or
ganisation. 

But the conference was certainly not a dis
aster for the charlatans and political cha
meleons who in little more than five years have 
led the IMG from the left wing of the USee to 
its current scarcely disguised right-centrist 
liquidationism. The IMG's major current project 
-- the attempt to build a party of the whole 
'far left" swamp, on a refo1"mist twelve-point 

.programme -- was endorsed by nearly three
quarters of the delegate's. The key practical 
consequences of ,this are a deepening commit
ment to the electoral propoganda bloc 'Social-
ist Unity' and the reaffirmation of Socialist 
Challenge's role' as a 'non-party paper' playing 
pied piper for'the now-balding 'children of 
'68' . 

To help this process along, the conference 
doors were opened to fraternal delegates from 
the IMG's curren~ 'unity' targets. Delegations 
were present from the Mao-oid syndica~ist Big 
Flame as well as the Workers League and 
'International Socialist Alliance', two clubs 
of disgruntled reformists who split to the 
right from the International Socialists (IS -
now Socialist Worker's Par.ty [SWP]). 

The d1m.inuti,Qn of ,the cele~ated factional 
tensions which threatened to tear the IMG apart 

-,-"""ft't'JllI I9'7'2~"8:l13b'Permitted theatt~ilC:tance of' 
reporters from various other left-wing groups 
-- including the ostensible anti-Pabloites of 
the Workers Socialist League (WSL). However the 

,conference organisers were careful not to ex
tend this courtesy to representatives of the 
Spartacist League, hoping to avoid accurate 
coverage of the event. 

Why the 'unity' offensive? 

The IMG wandered onto its present course 
during its attempts to'adapt the latest conti
nental USec trend to British conditions. As we 
have pointed out previously (see 'USec: Toward 
the 2t International', Workers Vanguard no 185" 
9 December 1977), the European USec's empbasis 
in the last several years on politically 
amorphous 'far left' blocs is part of a cen
trist adaptation to the rise of popular front
ism. Their aim is to gather enough forces to ' 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

get in <;>n the action by avo,iding' a direct con
frontation with class collaboration. ,Thus the 
USec's participation in the portuguese Front 
for Revolutionary Unity (FUR), Spanish Front 
for Workers Unity (FUT) , Italian Democrazia 
Proletaria and various French 'far left' blocs, 
have all been part of an attempt to peddle its 
r~visionist wares in the shadow ·of the popular 

'front. 
The IMG's political terrain -- and thus its 

day-to-day opportunist appeti~es -- are a 
little different. Its main problem remains the 

'existence of a much: larger (and generally more 
effective) opportunist Trotskyoid organisation, 
the SWP. 'As the IMG's new 'Tactics' resolution 
notes: 'Our goal in the next period must be to 
alter the qua!itative relation of forces be
tween ourselve$ and the SWP' (Pre-Conference 
Bulletin no 13, p 14). Unable as ~entrists to 
project splitting the 8WP through hard pro
gramma tic struggle, the Pabloi tes see, their 
only alternatives as political adaptation, 
'ou tflanking', or bO,th. And in the recent per
iod they,have heen trying to 'outflank' the 
Cliffites to the right, 

The IMG has discovered a market for its 
soiled g90ds among those made uncomfortable by 
the SWP' s 'recent temporary and cynical 'hard" 
post,ure -- a posture designed to gain cheap 
publicity in ~ period of relative quiescence. 
Suitably enshrouded in 'non-sectarianism', Ross, 
Grogan & Co are parading before the survivors 
of the 1960s New Left as the Ghost of IS Past. 
Having recently taken to dubbing the SWP 'rev
olutionary', the Pabloites are 'now going even 
further, constantly referring in their press 
and documents to SWP 'sectarianism', and 'ultra
leftism'. Perhaps th,e D)ost ludicrous example is 
John Ross's attempt· to identify the,BWP with 
the Dutch ul1;ralefts of .the early Co'nmlunist 
lfiter~ational, when he writes of 'ultra-left 
eCQnomism of t.hepannekoekjGorter/Socialist 

'Workers Party variety' (Socialist Challenge, 
4 May). Such rubbish can only serv~ to prettify 
an organisation which capitulated decisively to 
imperialism more than twenty-five years a~o 
when it refused to defend North Korea against 
the United States, and which. has continued 
along its ragged social-democratic course ever 
since. 

The IMG has been doing everything in its 
power to woo the ex-IS/SWPers: completely drop
ping defence of the deformed and degenerated 
workers states from its proposed programme for 
a 'new unified revolutionary organisation' 
(while railing against Stalinist bureaucratism), 
and burying the call for, the Fourth Inter
national in favour ofa vague and undefined de
mand for,a 'revolutiona~y international'. But 
so far it has had little success in quenching 
its petty opportunist thirst for unprincipled 
unity. And even if they are dragged into the 
Pabloite swamp; the tired old reformists of the 
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Workers League, International Socialist Al
liknce et al are likely to produce little more 
than increased circulation for IMG journals and 

-a mi~d inflation of the organisation's politi
cally flabby membership. 

USee leaders' hypocrisy 

The USec international leadership' has a long 
and sordid record of grovelling programmatiC 
liquidation along exactly the 'same lines as the 
present-day IMG. Thus, not' two years ago Ernes't 
Mandel was openly offering to repudiate the 
'labels' Fourth International and Trotskyism in, 
an effort to attract Michel Pablo and his fol
lowers in the French social-democratic Parti 
Socialiste Unifie (PSU). ('What diffe·rence do 
labels make?' was Mandel's rhetoric'al query in_ 
an interview in Politique Hebdo, 10-16 June~ 
1976.) \ , 

,So imagine the IMG leaders' annoyance when 
the USe~'s official 'fraterna~' delegate to 
their'conferencetook thet floor to attack them 
as 'opportUfiist' for refusing to call for the 
Fourth International and watering down their 
programme too much in 'Socialist Unity'. Fol
lowing these (apparently totally unexpected) 
attacks, Ross tartly responded from the confer
ence floor that the USec was being 'silly'. But 
then such double standards are endemic on t~e 
cynical USec terrain. 

.The new opposition 

The famous tendency fights of the IMG's ,re
cent past have been submerged as the leader
ship's one-time infatuation with work in the 
Labour Party has burnt out, at least for now 
(although IMGleaders continue to squabble 
openly with one another in rather 'uncomradely' 
tones in the 'pages of Socialist Challeng~). 
Most of tlje oHite:tlaencies have diSsolved, 
leaving only one major opposition bloc at the 
conference. , 

John Strawson, the former leader of the 1976 
Trotskyist Opposition (a tendency ,of workerist 
Pabloites sympathetic to the WSL) heads up this 
new opposit~onal amalgamation, which won 23 per 
cent of the votes, for its 'Resolution on orien,.. 
tation and tactics'. Jo'ining Strawson were', 
among others, the long ~espised members of the 
(now formally dissolved) USec minority faction, 
the Leninist-Trotskyist Faction (LTF) , sympath-' 
etic to the reformist American Socialist 
Workers Party (SWP(US]). The carefully-calcu
lating SWP(US) supporters decided to swing 
their support to Strawson during the conference, 
after earlier presenting a counter-document 
under the name of one of their leaders, Alan 
Harris. 

In addition to these reform1sts, the oppo
sitionists are largely rightist workerists, at
tracted by calls for a 'proletarian orientation' 
and the cry that Socialist Challenge 'must '~~ke 
a turn towards becoming a genuine workers 
paper'. Their rightism spows clearly in their 
fulsome praise for thepopular-frontist Anti 
Nazi League, their push for an orientation to a 
series of 'single-issue' campaigns and, es
pecially, their favourite slogan, 'Vote Labour 
but fight for socialist policies'. This slogan 
explicitly avoids calling for an organisational 
counterposition to the Labour Party, and. is 
thus everi more brazenly adaptationist than the 
majority's 'Vote Labour but build a socialist 
al ternative'. 

If, however, an IMGer is moved by a healthy 
revulsion for the leadership's extreme oppor
tunism, he may.well be attracted to,Strawson's 
'alternative' by statements like: ' 

'We have to honestly explain to other organ
isation[s] in Socialist Unity, that we are 
standing and supporting candidates in order 
that we can .build the revolutionary party--
and that at present that does mean recruit
ing people'to the IMG.' (FTe-Conference 
BuZZetin no 17, p 26) 

In.the IMG of today such a statement passes for 
intransigent Leninism. 

Like the leadership, the oppositionists call 
for a 'class-struggle left wing' in the trade 
unions, by which both mean in the end an ill-

continued on page II 
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WSL: Abstaining 
from Leninism-

The centrist WQrkers Socialist League (WSL) 
Qf Alan ThQrnett has recently prQduced a majQr 
three-part PQlemic against the internatiQnal . 
Spartacist tendency (iSt) and the TrQtskyist 
FactiQn (TF -- fQrmerly Qf the WSL and nQW 
fused with the LQndQn Spartacist G~QUP to' fQrm 
the Spartacist League). 'In defence Qf a re
VQlutiQnary Qrientation, Against sectarian 
abstentiQn' by Socialist Pr~ss .editQr JQhn 
Lister4ills six tablQid pages with a fre
quently incQherent, Qften apQlitical and inept 
attempt to' defend t~e WSL's QPPQrtunist WQrk
erism against the'iSt. 

The PQlemic rambles its way thrQugh many 
subjects -- frQm Ireland to' Cuba to the WSL's 
particular shibbolet~, 'Make the lefts fight' 
-:... repeating tired Qld,excuseS fQr liquidation 
learned in· the PablQite schOOl, and drQning Qn 
about the Spartacist tendency's ,alleged 'sec
tarianism', 'wooden dQgm/ltism' etc. The WSL's 
Skimpy arguments Qn these impQrtant 'questiQns 
have largely been answered in Qur press and' 
documents, and we will have'QccasiQn·tQ examine 
further such questiQns as the Lib-Lab cQalitiQn 
and the WSL's'Kautskyan 'theQry Qf structural 
aSSimilation' in futur~ issues Qf Spaptaeist 
J3r>i,tain. . 

There is, hQwever, Qne 'cQnsciQusl.y false 
accusation which binds the WSL's 'Whole. cQntor
ted critique to,gether~ that the progrlUDllle·Qf 

,the' iStisan elaboratelY'cQnstructed ratiO'nale 
fQr abstentiQn frQm s·truggle •. This. shQP""wQrn 
charge is the centrepiece Qf the WSL's attempt 
to' hide its ·prog:r,-ammatic vacillatiQns,its 
minimalist practice and its real abstention 
from, 'PQli tical struggle behind name-calling. 

The 'WSL is jus~ifiably afraid QfpQl1 tical 
conflict: ' its' deci si<?n to' close its May Day 
public ~eeting in LQndon this yea~ without al
lQwing any flO'Qr speakers (after an'ol>viQus but 
unaCknQwledg'ed attack Qn the'SL during"ftie"pre
sentatiqns) is a gQQd example Qf that. It 'is ' 
therefQre nQt surprising that'the internal at
titude Qf the WSL leadership to' the TF -- the 
reliance Qn continual prQtestations' Qfthe 
majQrity's adherence to' a 'prQletarian perspec
tive', to' the vast detrimentQf programmatic 
discussiQn -- should be perpetuated in typical 
grubby wQrkerist style by JQhn Lister in 
Socialist Press. 

'Qualitative developments'? 

Lister asserts that the TF ('jaded individ
uals wary Qf PQlitics') linked up with 'the 
mQst experienced and tested sectarians in the 
"Trotskyist" mO'vement -- the internatiO'nal 
Spartacist tendency' to' get,Qut Qf PQlitical, 
activity. FQr what he calls 'varying reasQns' 
(the WSL leadership assuredly takes nQne Qf the 
blame itself) Qne fifth Qf the Qrgani~atiQn's 
active membership 'failed to' participate 0'1' 

learn ~rdb the majQr qualitative. develQpments 
Qf the WQrkers SQcialist League in 1977'. 

Our friend itemises nQne Qf these develQP
ments. Since the Alan ThQrnett-led fractiQn at 
British Leyland's'CQwley Assembly Plant i~ the 
WSL's main abiding PQlitical interest, perhaps 
he has in mind 'the return Qf trade uniQnism' 
(Socialist Press~ 14 December 1977) to' CQwley 
in December 1977, in ,the shape Qf the much
heralded 'Fryer,-ThQrnett leadership ' .. This 
leadership prQvea sO' redQubtable that it split 
intO' pieces when the TGWO bureaucracy Qpened a 
victimisatiQn campaign against it Qnly a mQnth 
Qr SO' later. Deputy CQnvenQr Frank CQrti went 
to' CQurt in a criminal bid to' fQrce the capi
talist state to' clean up the uniQn, while CQn
venQr BQb Fryer was knifing a strike Qn 
ThQrnett's sec,!:iQn against the witchhunt (with 
the WSL leader's 'realistic' acquiescence). 

'The Brandle,rites say that'we are a "sect" 
while they are fQr a "mass mQvement". Gen
erally speaking this is .the classic accu
sation that the Mensheviks hurled against 
the Bolsheviks. In'counterrevolutiQnary 
periods the Mensheviks adapted -- to' a 
certain extent, they simply follQwed 
closely all the turns O'f the workers' 
movement -- while the Bolsheviks selected 
and. educated cadres. TO'day" in another 
situatiO'n, under other cQnditions, at 
another stage, of develO'pment, precisely 
the same difference is the basis of the 
conflict between the left and the 
right .... 
'We/are creating cadres. Whether we are ·a 
sect or nQt will be determined '" by the 
totality of the ideas, the prQgram, the 
tactics, and QrganizatiQn our .particular 
grQup can bring to' the mQvement. That is 
why at the present stage the struggle Qf 
the Left OpPQsition is above alIa 
struggle fQr prOgram and strategic prin
ciples ••. '. At·a time when we are just be
ginning to educate and re-educate the 
cadres, the Brandlerites,cQunterpQse mass 
wQrk to cadre educatiQn. That is why they 
will have nei the]." one 'n()r the other. Be
cause 'they have nO' princlpledpQsitions Qn 
baSic questiQnsand therefQre are unable' 
to really educate and temper their cadres, 
they spend their time carrying Qut a cari
cature of mass .work .. ' ('Principled and 
practical questiQns facing the Left Oppa
si tion', Writings of Leon Trots1<yl930-:n~' 

'pp 251-3) . 

Liste'r seeks comfO'rt "and '.8up.,ort '. fO'r . hia., ' 
. distQrtiQns, 'in a barrage Qf qUQtations frQm 
Trotsky, cQmmenc~g wit,h the Transitional Pro-
t' , . 

gramne B a,ttacks on sectarians who 'turn their 
backs Qn the "old" trade unions'. No less than 
five times he cites 'Sectarianism, centrism and 
the FOUrth International,'; .TrO'tsky's .1935 at
tack on Vereecken for his so-called 'prinCipled' 
opPQsitiQn to factional work in the Belgian 
LabQur Party. 

The WSL knows perfectly well that the iSt 
agrees with Trotsky on both these questions. 
What the TF fought against was trade uniQn 
economism and 'PQlitical adap'tation to' the 
Labour Party by the WSL. The quotations have 
nQthing in particular to dO' with the WSL's real 
positions. Rather they are intended to provide 
a screen behind which Lister wants to hide such 
disastrQus liquidationist' episodes as the 
Fryer-Thornett Cowley campaign and the O'rganis
ation's thO'rough Labour-loyalist practice. 
(Lister demands just 'one practical instance Qf 

the .WS~ in any way capitulating to left reform
:i.sm'. The absolutely uncritical support given 
to twO' Labour candidates in Newham North-East 
in the local electiQns, whose programme in
cluded the buying out of private property own~ 
ers and the advQcacy of st,ate bans as a way of 
fighting fascism, should satisfy his curi-
Qsi ty.) Trotsky's many polemics against, the 
centrist WSLs Qf his day are, of course, stu
diously ignored by the erudite Lister. 

Liberal moralism 

FQr the WSL a moralistic identification with 
the working -class as ·it is replaces. the revQl
utionary optimism of bolshevism. Unlike the 
WSL, we have confidence that by building a ' 
revolutiQnary party Y',e can change the con
sciousness Qf workers, and weld the proletariat 
into a force 'conscious Qf its histQric inter
ests which can seize state power from the capi~ 
talist class. 

South Africa' provides a good example Qf how 
the ,WSL SUbstitutes liberal moralist Qutrage 
fQr Marxism, while simulta'neously concealing 
its Qwn political failures. A strategy to smash 
apartheid is of no real interest to the core Qf 
its deeply-parQchial membership. Consequently, 
d.espi te one abstract for'-the-recQrd motion to 
a TGWU conference Qn union rights in SQuth 
Africa, the WSL has never fQught for concrete 
acts of solidarity with the South African prQ
letariat in its work in Leyland. 

This genuine abstentiQn is hidden by a claim 
that the iSt sta,nds with the 'reactionary camp' 
~n the 9uestiQn of South African boycQtts. Why? 
Because We refuse to' provide a left cover fQr ' 
the perpetual calls of guilty white liberals 
for unlimited economic, cultural and sPQrting 
boycotts of all things SO'uth African -- boy~ 
cotts, which would be a diversion frQIIi the r.eal 
tasks ,of interna,tiQnalist solidarity, and' which 
withQut specific aims can isolate and demO'ral
ise the black·, SQuth African proletariat. 

Instead Qur trade uniQn SUPPQrters in'FQrd ' 
plants in, America have cQnsistently fought for 
concrete industrial action to force the 'recog
'nttiQ~ Qf black uniQns in SO'uth Africa. We have" 
,"also fought fO'r specific, time-limited labour 
boycotts of goods to SQuth Africa, eg in the, 
immediate afteriDa,tl;l of the SowetQ uprising. and 
the BikQ murder, and a permanent bla9king Qf 
all military goods to' the Vorster regime. Such 
struggles should be first-rate internatiO'nalist 
resPQnsibilities for, all.Marxists. But' then 
Tbol1lett &; CO' are far from being that. 

TheWSL 's huffing ,and puffing about. '.blO'CS 
. wi,~.~.~rgaret Thatcher' oJlthe iDlDigratio~-, ' 
qU~$tion 'i'llOO'Wuii1y . YiypocfrHrCll'l-:'~'OBlritcr'''''''''' "-.. ~"'-'-'.---""-. 
these petty fQrgers wilfully distort O'ur real ' 
PQsition out of all possible recQgnitiQn, 'but' 
the WSL's woeful failure to' undertake cO'ncrete 
activity in defence of immigrant workers is 
simply covered up. (See elsewhere in this issue 
fQr a fuller examinatiO'nof the Leninist pOSi
tion on immigration.) 

Trotskyism vs trade union economism, 

But what the WSL does manage to do in its 
trade union work is by nO' means Trotskyist. The 
minimalist economism Qf Thornett and his fQl
lowers never fundamentally challenges the 
existing, consciousness of the·working class, 
and is organised sO' chaotically that no possi
bility existsQf Qffering a systematic alterna
tive to' the Labour and'Stalinist bureaucrats. 

Lister gives off the greatest heat when he 
1s discussing trade union WQrk, fQr he-knows 

In reality', there were nO' ~'qualitative de
velQpments' fQr the WSL in 1977. Rather the 
cQmrades whO' fQrmed the TF learned that the WSL 
was a stagnating, QPPQrtunist QrganisatiQn with 
absQlutely nO' perspectives f.or building a party 
to' lead~he wQrking claSs to' PQwer. Far frQm 
embracing 'ultra-l~ft abstentiQnism' , they re~ 
alised that building a revQlutiQnary party re
quires a·real fight fQr the revQlutiQnary prQ
gramme 'in all areas Qf PQlitical wQrk -- nQt 
the eclectic, disQrganised, minimalist mish
mash preferred by the WSL. 

SL/US-supported Militant Solidarity Caucus of Unlied Auto Workan calls for a break with the bosses' parties at Washington DC unemployment 
rally, 26 April 1915. . . ' 
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that when the iSt attacks the WSL's union per
spectives it is attacking his organisation's 
whole pragmatic and parochial 'conception' of 
building a revolutionary party. 

The Spartacist tendency sees the construc
tion of national sections of a reborn Fourth 
International being prepared by the accumu
lation and development of revolutionary cadres 
through political struggle for the Trotskyist 
programme. In the present early phase of win
ning and developing cadres this struggle is 
necessarily centred on attracting to the 
Trotskyist banner militants who are already 
members or supporters of ostensibly revolution
ary organisations. 

It is self-evidently true that a group with 
small forces must 'betray' a thousand struggles 
every day -- struggles which it supports and 
which require revolutionary leadership -- sim
ply because it does not have the material re
sources to make a meaningful intervention. When 
a revolutionary organisation is small, it must 
select those areas of work in which it can 
carry out activities most effectively, and at 
the same time must be prepared to shift pri
orities and seize new opportunities as they 
arise. 

In the tradition of the Comintern we see the 
building of party fractions, with a real lead
ership and organised presence, as the road to 
creating a communist leadership in the unions. 
Such fractions fight for and recruit to the 
programme of socialist revolution -- not a 
minimum programme of wage rises and the organ
isational gimmickry of the WSL's imaginary 
'price committees'. 

Lister however finds it a 'repulsive notion 
that Trotskyists should clinically assess the 
possible benefits to be gained for their move
ment before supporting workers in struggle'. 
Being an anti-bolshevik moralist in his con
ception of the party, he wants to 'help' the 
whole working class today; with his small (and 
ever-shrinking) band of followers he wants to 
intervene in every struggle. To do less, he 
claims, is to espouse 'the essence of the sec-

tarian policy of "selecting" exemplary areas 
of work (which) is the decision to withdraw 
from and ignore other areas of work'. Moreover, 
the livid Lister has sheer contempt for the 
'petty-bourgeois daydream of smoothly run 
"planned" trade union groups, based on the full 
transitional programme'. 

The picture could not be clearer: the WSL's 
policy (which is the quintessence of workerist 
idiocy) is to build unplanned, dispersed work 
in the unions, based on something other than 
the revolutionary programme. And its first 
principle is that a revolutionary organisation 
must throw its resources into any and all erup
tions of the class struggle (the merciless WSL 
allows no exceptions), irrespective of the size 
of the organisation and the intrinsic import
ance of a particular struggle. No wonder the 
WSL's greatly diminished membership is becoming 
increasingly frustrated and demoralised, rush
ing about in a frenzied display of fake mass 
activism to provide picket-line fodder for one 
small strike after another. No concrete gains 
are made; no political lessons are drawn; and 
the organisation goes nowhere. 

James P Cannon disposed in advance of this 
drivel. Speaking at a 1941 plenum of the then
Trotskyist Socialist Workers Party, he dec-
lared: ' 

'1 am in favor of the idea expressed here of 
coloniZing, if we can find out where we can 
get the colonizers. The fact is that we have 
got practically the whole party now in indus
try. Why, only in the last few months we too~ 
twenty-five more comrades and shoved them 
into the maritime industry in New York. And 
we took them from the most unusual places .... 
We are a small party and we can't gb colon
izing allover the lot. We must colonize in 
those places which offer the best opportunity 
at the time, ~d when this opportunity which 
we seize at one occasion proves later on to 
be not so fruitful, we have got to shift our 
people .... 
'Our colonization must be strategic. We must 
take the occasion when it is opened up to us. 
We didn't, for example, acquire the great 

WSL's Turkish cover-up 
One of the few things Socialist Press editor 

John Lister does not try to do in his polemic 
against the Trotskyist Faction is provide a 
defence of the WSL's shameful misleadership of 
its supporters in Turkey. A document by two 
Turkish TF members ('For a Trotskyist perspec
tive in Turkey', Spartacist Britain no I, April 
1978) made a number of serious charges against 
the WSL for its politically criminal activities 
in that country, and showed how these activi
ties were only a logical consequence of the 
WSL's attempt to transfer its economist and 
liquidationist practices from Britain to the 
much more repressive and difficult Turkish ter
rain. 

However Lister chooses to ignore all this, 
instead alleging that the TFers' positions 
would lead to abstaining from the struggle 
against the fascists in Turkey, because these 
comrades refused to endorse the WSL's call for 
an anti-fascist 'united front' of the existing 
mass workers organisations. The TF comrades 
pOinted out that a 'united front' without a 
revolutionary pole offers no prospect either of 
developing a genuine struggle against fascism 
or of exposing the existing reformist leaders' 
betrayals. They argued that an integral part of 
Trotsky's call for an SPD-KPD united front in 
Germany in the early 1930s was the fact that 
the Trotskyists saw themselves as a faction of 
the Communist Party advocating a turn in its 
policy. 

So Lister drags out a quotation from Whither 
France?, which is supposed to prove that 
Trotsky did call for a united front of the 
French social-democratic and Stalinist parties 
after the Left Opposition had declared the 
Comintern unreformable and embarked on the 
struggle for the Fourth International: 

'In France there are more than One million 
organised wcrkers. Generally speaking, this 
number is small. But it is entirely suf
ficient to make a beginning in the organis
ation of a workers' militia. If the parties 
and unions armed ouly a tenth of their 
numbers, that would already be a force of 
100,000 men .. ,. ' 

But this quote proves nothing of the kind. 
Trotsky wrote Whither France? in November 1934; 
since August of that year the French Trotsky
ists had been dOing entry work inside the 
social-democratic SFIO, and it was from that 
position that they proposed a united front of 
the reformist parties and trade unions to de
fend against the fascists' attacks. In other 
words, as in Germany, Trotsky was calling for a 
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united front with a revolutionary pole. 
While Enternasyonal no 5 (the WSL's Turkish 

bulletin) argued that the Stalinist and social
democratic misleaders should form a 'Front 
(that) will approach the economic and political 
questions of the workers and labourers and be 
an alternative for power', the TFers advanced a 
revolutionary perspective for struggle against 
the fascists. One of their key demands was for 
the formation of a workers defence organisation 
based on the trade unions: 

'While we have at present only very limited 
forces in Turkey, it is necessary for us to 
advance a correct political programme for 
crushing the fascists. Our group is not 
capable of creating an independent defence 
organisation. The task is to create such a 
body within the trade unions. ' 
By contrast the WSL group in Turkey tried to 

'turn its back on the "old" trade unions' by 
launching a criminally adventurist and substi
tutionist 'defence' of election polls in a 
bourgeois suburb of Istanbul by a small group 
of inexperienced young militants -- quite 
independent of trade union mobilisations under
way in the city at the same time. Lister gives 
no accounting of this little enterprise. And 
this oh-so-eloquent polemicist is struck 
equally dumb by the TF's other practical 
charges: 

Did the WSL take responsibility for bringing 
workers out on strike without any basis for 
leading their struggle, and consequently 
achieve nothing but the loss of their jobs? No 
answer. Why do the WSL's supporters in Turkey 
refuse to raise the call for a ,labour party, a 
slogan with which the WSL in Britain claims to 
agree? No answer. 

How does the WSL justify its nationalist, 
anti-Leninist policy of splitting up workers in 
the Turkish state into separate Turkish and 
Kurdish organisations? No answer. Why is Trot
sky's theory of permanent revolution deemed in
applicable to the Kurds, whom the WSL sup
porters insist must achieve 'national unity 
first'? No answer. And how can the WSL accept 
its Turkish group's refusal to build an inter
national democratic-centralist tendency, in
stead acquiescing to its nationalist demand for 
'autonomy'? Ag,ain, no answer. 

Is Lister's contempt for his own membership 
so well-founded that he can blithely pass over 
these betrayals? If there is left in the WSL 
any individual with a shred of principle he 
should demand that the books be opened on this 
squalid affair, and that a proper accounting be 
rendered to the membership .• 

influence and pres.ige of Trotskyism in the 
Minneapolis trade union movement because we 
sat down and made a survey, and decided that 
was the most important center, and the most 
important union. The reason was that the 
door was open there and we had comrades in 
the situation who were able to get through 
the door and we took advantage of the situ
ation. The same number of comrades of their 
caliber colonized strategically in auto or in 
steel would have made an even bigger splash 
in the American trade union movement.' 
('It is time for a bolder policy in the 
unions', The Socialist Workers Party in 
World War II, pp 194-5) 

Perhaps Lister thinks the preference ex
pressed here for strategically important indus
tries, or the notion of 'sending people in' 
(which the WSL is opposed to almost on prin
ciple) are expressions of the 'sectarianism' of 
Cannon's SWP. Certainly the WSL's playmate in 
the 'world Trotskyist movement', the wretched 
American Socialist League (Democratic Central
ist), would see this as a confirmation of its 
view that Trotsky's Fourth International, and 
particularly the SWP, were riddled with 'sec
tarian propagandism'. 

The WSL does not want planned" communist 
trade union work. It is prepared to see its 
members labour as inexperienced individuals in 
a multitude of unions up and down the country, 
organised in small branches where a genuine 
political life is impossible and mired in a 
state of perpetual disorganised amate~rism. In 
other words the WSL does not take seriously its 
formal commitment to building a revolutionary 
leadership in the working class. It is prepared 
to have its programme carried into the labour 
movement, not as the property of a serious, 
professional organised opposition to the pres
ent and would-be misleaders, but as the luggage 
of a plethora of often sincere but necessarily 
ineffectual individuals. It is no accident that 
so many of the WSL's trade unionists have suc
cumbed to the opportunist pressures of their 
milieu and simply left the organisation 
altogether. 

The fight for the revolutionary programme 

One consequence of the WSL's economist ap
proach to politics is that those of its members 
who depend on the organisation for political 
training find it well-nigh impossible to argue 
politics with opponent groups. To inculcate its 
ranks against the politics of the iSt, the WSL 
leadership has particularly sought to paint a 
grotesquely falsified picture of the trade 
union work of our American section. Thus 
Socialist Press rants about our 'refusal to 
intervene in workers' struggles', while the WSL 
'theoretical journal' Trotskyism Today (~mrch 
1978) reaches the ultimate in absurd falsifica
tion with its claim that the Spartacists 'state 
openly their refusal to recruit workers -- whom 
they describe as "politically backward mili
tants"'! Even when forced to inch slightly 
closer to reality, Thornett & Co seek to con
veniently dismiss the trade union caucuses 
supported by the Sparta~ist LeaguejUS as a 
handful of newly-colonised students who are 
thoroughly isolated from the workers. 

Students? The current presidential candidate 
of the Militant-Solidarity Caucus in the 
National Maritime Union "(East Coast seamen's 
union) has been sailing NMU for fourteen years. 
The dockers elected to the executive board of 
Local 10 of the International Longshoremen's 
and Warehousemen's Union (West Coast 'dockers' 
union) have worked on the docks since the mid-
1950s -- ie since before many WSL members were 
born. 

New? The Militant Action Caucus of the 
Communications Workers of America (telephone 
workers) has a record of eight years of strug
gle in the union. Spartacist-supported work in 
the car factories has been carried on for close 
on five years. The M-SC has been intervening in 
the NMU since the late 1960s. 

Isolated? The dockers and warehousemen who 
repeatedly put Militant Caucus and Longshore 
Militant spokesmen onto the executive boards of 
ILWU locals [branches] despite the most vicious 
opposition (including physicar violence) could 
tell the WSL otherwise. So could the telephone 
operators and installers who recently elected a 
Militant Action Caucus spokesman to the Com
munications Workers national convention. We 
have no wish to overstate our admittedly small 
presence in the American labour movement, but 
if the more than eight hundred miners who 
bought copies of Workers Vanguard each week 
during the recent coal strike are evidence of 
our 'isolation', we can only say: give us more 
of the same! 

The WSL ranks are probably rather scep,tical 
about anyone's claims about trade union work 
these days; after all, they have been cozened 

continued on page 8 
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The Leninist policy toward 
immigration/emigration 

What should be labor's policy toward immi
gration and emigration, a hotly-debated subject 
in the late nineteenth century and early dec
ades of this one, is once again becoming a 
controversial issue. Thus the current Zionist 
campaign demanding that the Soviet Union permit 
the mass emigration of Jews to Israel, and the 
close connection between unlimited Jewish immi
gration and Zionist 'attempts to expel even more 
Palestinian Arabs from their homeland, were 
highlighted by the current round of hostilities 
in the Near East. 

The subject of immigration has traditionally 
been a sharp dividing lin.e between the 
national-exclusionists, reactionary or reform-

Reprinted from Workers 
Vanguard no 36, 18 January 1974 

ist, and internationalist revolutionaries in 
the labor movement. Thus it was not only the 
openly right-wing Gompers leadership of the 
American Federation of Labor that opposed 
immigration around the turn of the century, but 
also the reformist leadership of the Socialist 
Party under Victor Berget. For instance, in 
1907 the SP leadership called on socialists to 
'combat with .all means at their command the 
willful importation af cheap foreign labor- cal .. 
culated to destroy labor organizations'. They 
were opposed at the 1908 SP convention by 
Debsian left wingers such as Berlyn from Illi
nois who protested all racially and nationally 
discriminatorx !mmigration quotas, while pOint
ing out that 'equality for all men regardless 
of race can only be accomplished by the Social
ist Party'. 

The same situation prevails today, as the 
German ~overnment of Social-Democratic Chan
cellor Brandt is 'sending home' hundreds of 
thousands of Turkish, Yugoslav and Italian 
workers as a result of the economic downturn. 
In France, Algerian, Spanish and Portuguese 
workers are likewise threatened with deporta
tion. But when the proposed Fontanet circular, 
which would require deportation of foreign 
workers when laid off, was issued in late 1972 
it was supported by the reformist Communist 
Party. And in the US thousands of Mexican work
ers in the Southwest have been subject to mass 
roundups and deportations by government offi
cials. Instead of vigorously protesting this 
virulently anti-labor measure and calling for 
full citizenship rights for Mexican workers, 
the 'radical' Chavez leadership of the United 
Farm Workers called (until April of last year) 
for support to the Rodino Bill, which would 
fine employers who hire foreign workers! Such 
reformist policies, while supposedly 'pro
tecting jobs' of native workers, actually 
divide the working class and give invaluable 
aid to th~ bourgeoisie. 

Sucn situations underline the need for a 
precise understanding of the Leninist position 
on the questions of emigration and immigration. 
Communists must come forward as the most con
sistent foes of every manifestation of chauv
inism and social injustice. The failure of 
ostensible socialists to fight for democratic 
rights enables bourgeois liberals, and even 
outright reactionaries, to attain a popular 
following by exploiting the just desires for 
individual liberties, national rights, etc. 

Obviously, the right to transfer from one 
nation-state to another is such an individual 
democratic right. However, if exercised on a 
sufficiently large scale the right of immigra
tion may impinge on the right of Qational 
self-determination, which is also a democratic 
right. While being the consistent supporters 
of democratic rights, an essential part of the 
socialist program, Leninists must avoid falling 
into the trap of advocating some utopian scheme 
of 'rational', 'egalitarian' capitalism. The 
competing claims of conflicting democratic 
rights cannot generally be resolved within the 
framework

4

of capitalism, but only through a 
socialist revolution creating the material and 
social basis to protect and extend the demo
cratic rights of all the oppressed. Until the 
achievement of socialism eliminates the age
old problem of scarcity, it will not be pos-
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sible to abolish the state, and therefore 
borders and immigration laws. 

The right of individual emigration 

In contrast to immigration policy, the 
right to emigrate has less often been contro
versial in bourgeois society because most gov
ernments have not normally tried to deny it. 
Despotic regimes in backward nations (eg tsar
ist Russia) have generally encouraged emigra
tion as a means of easing political discontent 
and surplus labor. The only states that have 
consistently attempted to prevent potentially 
large emigration are Stalinist Russia and 
Eastern Europe. And the Stalinists' anti
emigration policies have been heavily exploited 
by imperialist apologists, especially regarding 
the 'Berlin Wall' and currently, the Zionist/ 
anti-communist campaign to 'Free Soviet Jewry'. 

There are two major re@sons for the anti
emigration policieso{ Stalin and his succes
sors. Surrounded by hostile capitalist powers, 
the S.talinist bureaucracy believed that Russian 
emigres, even 1.f primarily .motivated by person
al economic interest, would tend to act as an 
anti-Soviet pressure group. And s~condly, 
administering a planned econOJfly the. Stll.iinJsts 
have generaI1y believed they could effectively 
use all available. manpower, in sharp cOijtrast 
to the eapltalist countries. (This belief is 
llQt entirely justified, as the Seviet UniCKl" 
continues to suffer from signific~nt disguised 
rural unemploylRent.) Tl1e massive destruction 
of World War n" 'in which some 20 million 
Soviet citi zelis' died, further strengthened the 
bureaucracy's concern about labor shortages, 
particularly the depletion of the young male 
population, the most likely source of 
emigrants. 

The Stalinists' systematic disregard for 
and denial of individual liberties is a com
plete perver'sion of the Marxist program for the 
dictatorship of the proletariat. It is, more-

.over, a perversion which enables the imperial-

World War II, or Andrei Sakharov, father of the 
USSR's H-bomb, to emigrate. We unconditionally 
defend the USSR militarily against Western im
perialism, despite its Stalinist leadership; 
and we do not know how much useful military 
intelligence the manifestly pro-Western Sakha
rov, for instance, might be able to give the 
Pentagon. But how can we accept the right of 
the criminally myopic and callous Stalinist 
bureaucracy, which jails not only socialist 
opponents for the slightest critical remark but 
even, on occasion, will jail simple tourists 
taking pictures on the street, to judge? 

'Free Soviet Jewry'? 

The bloc between ;t;ionists and, anti-Soviet 
American reactionaries maintains that the 'head 
tax' restriction on Russian-Jewish emigration 
to Israel is a manifestation of bureaucratic 
anti-Semitism pure and simple. Although the 
ethnic eppression of J,ews 1~ the USSR 1s real, 
the restrtction on emigration of Jews from the 
Soviet Union is also a reflection -,;;, distorted 
through the stranglehold ot the burel;lucracy -
ofa legitimate cQilcerB: the need to preserve 
the resources expendedon.the education of po
tential emigrantlil and to prevent the drain of 
trained professionals and ip.telleetlialS. 

.. This cORsidera~ion isnot't:tnique to the 
deformed workerS &tates. Th~6'oosiderable flow 

'of doctor!! and etheT teebni-caily trained per": 
sonnel from the backward to tii;e' advancedcapi
taIist 'COUl1t~ies ,(the so-callei:l'braln drain') 
is one of the most subtly destructive effects 
of contemporary imperialism. The USSR certainly 
has the right to prevent the resources it has 
eXpended on the education of individuals from 
being dissipated via emigration. 

What is equally important, however, is that 
restrictions on the emigration of educated per
sonnel be democratiC -- that they not involve 
bureaucratic favoritism or national/ethnic 
discrimination. Thus unskilled Russian Jews 

I should be permitted to emigrate from the USSR 

Workers Vanguard 

Trade union caucuses supported by SL!US demanded full rights for foreign workers as government launched round·ups of immigrant labour, early 
1975. 

ist bourgeoisie to rally popular support 
against 'Russian totalitarianism', and is 
therefore an important indirect blow against 
proletarian state power. Leninists support in
dividual democratic rights, including that of 
emigration, for Soviet eitizens, except where 
their exercise is a direct danger to the dic
tatorship of the proletariat. At present this, 
means, for example, that emigration from the 
USSR should be prohibited only where there is' 
a bonafide danger that military intelligence 
would be transmitted by the individual in
volved. (In o.ther ciFc~mstancesJ sl;lch as IEiharp 
economic difficulties or military ,mobilizllltion," 
even a total ban on emigration, or a ban for 
particular sectors such as trainl:td personnel, 
may be necessary.) For example, questions could 
be raised about permitting Leopold Trep,per I ~a 

Soviet intelligence chief in Europe during 

on the same basis as anyone else, while all 
Soviet graduates of academic and technical 
SChools Should be required to work a certain 
number of years in the USSR before baving the 
right to emigrate. 

At the same time, the bureaucracy'S fear 
that young, educated Soviet citizens would 
flock to the capitalist West if allowed to do 
so is a fitting testimony to the moral bank
ruptcy of the StaFnist regime:· A revolutionary 
workers government, enjoying milssive popular 
support and pursuing internationalist and 
socialist polieie~(as oppos~ to ,the short
Sighted natiOll.a1i$Dl of the p.arasitic bureauc
racy) should have li ttledi fficuIty persuading 
its e'ducated youth not. to sell' themselves, 
regardless of the price, to t.he stockholders 
and ~ilitarists of the capitalist states. The 
revolutionary enthusiasm which should motivate 
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these young people, however, can only be re
created in the Russian people in the course of 
a political revolution which shakes off the 
leaden hand of the bureaucracy and restores 
the proletarian democracy of Lenin's Bolshevik 
regime. 

'Open the borders'? 

Unlike the right to emigrate, which the 
American ruling class is now so piously pro
claiming (while conveniently 'forgetting' that 
during the 1950s it was a major felony for a 
member, or former member, of the Communist 
Party to even apply for a passport!), the 
'right' to immigrate has always been.a 
conflict-ridden issue in bourgeois society. 
From the anti-Chinese riots in the US in the 
late 1800s to the anti-Algerian riots in 
Marseilles, France, in August 1973, the bour-. 
geoisie has always used racial prejudice and 
national chauvinism to divide the working 
class. (While immigrants are usually unorgan
ized and largely defenseless -- a principal 
reason why the bourgeoisie likes to use imported 
labor in the first place -- this is not always 
the case: witness the militant strikes by 
TurkiSh workers in the West German RUhr &rea 
last September and the demonstration by 10,000 
North African workers in Marseilles on Decem
ber 17 ( 1973} protesting the bombing of the 
local Algerian consulate.) 

'FacEd with the myriad of'protectionist 
immigration restrictions thrown up by capital
ist ree.imes and tl}e use of national chauvinism 
as one of the most important means of fighting 
socialist influence in ~he ;,oriung .. class, sOlIe 

,.left. lIIiU.tants have, gone beyond the demAlad Of 
oPPQs.1ng all r~ially aJi.c!l aaHqnally diacrimi
llatory 1uisiugrat;l.on laws :t~ raise the general 
'call for unlilllited illl1a1gi-ation, with the alogan 
'Optea the Borders,'. (TkU· deaa:D4 was briefly 

, . raised.oy-the ~O(il A,rui~!~tt,·t,l~).oqal dur1q pllrt. 
. ~.~t its Pnetally e%E$lpl,."y ea"uUgn ia support 
. , 'ot tbe ferra worke:rs~ Itwa.. also mentioned 18-' 
.' '-ii1:i.~!l~ili·n an art1cle Ql' the urw grape ~y':-' '. 

~e:ottU"'W DO 3'0, 12 OCt-..r i973). Viewed 
. flfl1e.iYja ierms of· indi:~.i4aZ· ilUligraUon. 

ihis i.8 a proper demQd •. ',' . 

!c)wever, on a sUff:tCiielltiy large scale, 
Immigrat;ion flows coul'~ wipe. out the nati011aI 
identity of the recipient eountries. The 1.-' 
petU8 for liIasdve popula'tion transfers exists 
due to the extreme poverty of many Asian, 
Afriean and Latin Amedcan cOUJitries compared 
with the advanced capitalist countries. A 
Harle. welfare mothet-'~ob.bly has ten t11De~ 
the incom.·-of··a Ka:j,tia.·.~\III:.Qw.l,.;hlr •. "Fidel; 
CastrQ caught the situation precisely when; in 
commenting on the mass. exodus of the Cuban 
middle class to the United States, he asked how 
many poverty-stricken inillions from, say, 
Brazil would take the same route if given free 
air passage and a hundred dollars a week when 
they got to Miami! If, for example, there were 
unlimited immigration into Northern Europe, the 
population influx from the Mediterranean basin 
would tend to dissolve the national identity of 
small countries like Holland and Belgium. 
More generally, unlimited immigration as a 
principle is incompatible with the right of 
national self-determination; to call for it is 
tantamount to advocating the abolition of 
national states under capitalism. 

In reality, of course, long before immigra
tion would actually affect national identity, a 
chauvinist reaction, penetrating even into a 
traditionally pro-socialist working class, 
would cut off further inflows. This is demon
strated by the experience of Britain in the 
late 1950s/early 1960s. One of the unexpected 
by-products of the dissolution of the British 
empire was that the Commonwealth populations 
continued to possess British citizenship. This 
formal right, when combined with the Tory poli
cy of encouraging immigration, led to a signi
ficant population inflow from the Caribbean and 
the Indian subcontinent throughout the 1950s. 
Set against a background of economic stagna
tion, a widespread anti-immigrant reaction 
set in, highlighted by the Notting Hill 
(London) race riot of 1958 and the .election of 
ar~ist Tory in the traditionally Labour Jqd
lanqs district of Saethwick in 1964. Facing a 
widespread popular 'backlash', the Tories 
passe~t the racist-exclusionist Immigration A~1: 
of 196.2, while the Lab~)lir Party equivocated. 

W'hile the national conseque:aces of unliinited 
illllBigration usually foG,usOn the advanced 
countries, such a policy would also be a threat 
to 'the national self-determination of certaill 

. backward states. Global 'opE,ftborders' would 
inc.rease capital penetra1;ion br the propertied 
clils,~s of the wealthy eoll .. trle$ into backW!lrd 
nations. In the nineteeQtil centurY, population 
t.~ans'fers were an important 'factor in the ex""· " 
pusion of certaill imperiAlist countries into", . 
adjacent backward areas -- the English into" 
Ireland, the Frencll 1nto Algeria and the 
American Anglos illto northern Mexico (now 
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Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California). 
A reintroduction of unlimited immigration 

would again result in the geographical expan
sion of the major capitalist nations. For ex
ample, an 'open' US/Mexico border would not 
only induce impoverished Mexican laborers to 
flood the US labor market, becoming an unpro
tected pool for capitalist s~perexploitation, 
but would'also lead to well-financed American 
'colonists' buying up Mexican enterprises and 
real estate. (This already occurs to a certain 
extent, despite vigorous efforts by the Mexican' 
government to prevent it. Iroaically, probably 
the most vigorous opposition to open US/Mexican 
borders would come from Mexico, whose northern 
border strips are already functionally part of 
the Texas and California economies.) 

as the last major available pool of man-
power for large-scale immigration. Moreover, 
this Zionist campaign to encourage Russian 
Jews to emigrate to Israel and to pressure the 
USSR's rulers to permit their exit has won 
a certain amount of support from the US bour
geoisie, particularly from right-liberals 
anxious that the 'detente' not be permitted to 
liquidate cold-war anti-communism. (It has. 
also been somewhat successful with the Russian 
authorities who, aVidly vying for Western trade 
credits, permitted more than 30,000 Jews to 
emigrate to Israel last year -~ continuing 
right through the October war, although the 
USSR was supporting the Arabs!) . 

As communists we say to Jews of the Soviet 
Union: remain in the USSR and work for a poli
tical revolution to destroy the parasitic 

Manipulated immigration stranglehold of the Great Russian chauvinist, 
and Zionist expansion anti-Leninist bureaucracy! Before Stalin suc-

An illuminating example of how unlimited ceeded in wresting power from the soviets and 
massi ve immigration can wipe out the national the Bolshevik party, the Rus.sian workers' 
existence of the native population of even a republic under Lenin and Trotsky was the only 
backward country is the case of Israel. The place where Jews could use their capacities 
pre~World War II Zionist campaign for the mass toward satisfying the needs and just aspira-
emigration of European Jews to Palestine was tions of all the world's worki'ng people. Among 
explici tly based on the calculation that, oD a the cadre of the Bolshevik party there were 
sufficiently. mass scale, this emigration would many of Jewish extraction, who along wi ththe 
lay the baSis for the establishment ota re~t of tile party built. the first state which 
'J~wish homeland' ia a territory t~t .a~ al- in practice, and not just on paper, fought 
ready somebody else's homeland .• ' (And tod~y the raeia~ and aational discrimination, while 
infamous Israeli 'Law o.tReturn'providesfor granting national selt-deteraillati0ll to. all. the 
unlimited immigration of J~ws thrOughout the' opprelilsed peoples of the Russian Empire. 
world -- a 1 .. lr'hith 1ael&sely ti.ed -.to. Z:f.e>nilt .. ,Israi!!l, ·Oll the o.ther hand, is a death trap 
drives to-push evelr JDOre.Pai~Uni,' •• Arabs' 11'.0.' / tor ~e,w •• , Its Zionist ruling class ha.s notbinc, 
their llUl.~ 1 . . .", .. '.' >'. .. ...... ••.. .' • "~G. Quer Be~l-ew workers.lbut'the persP

1
ective.Ql, 

It is true thnwha·t ... as; r~u11"edto br1tlg . ,at ".* t an _cU •• s cyce of nationa war aad . 
. thia natt&Y;Ua.· SClileaet~f:tult1Ga~.~t'" tile .~entual likelihood .Qf defeat at theha.ds 
Had bqJ~ ... t ... ftk·c~P1'i.9l:l., "1u .. 1 of; 'oi, Ut •. _"icaIly fat superic);rA,!'al>S. 1'0 t_~' 
the, West~ powel'.lt ':t6: ~U ... :asyl_to t.Jie .. U-Q" ..... ht Zto.nist propagandis'':s 'Who are, .. 
Jewi .• !. re,:hgMafroalf1 dei:- ::I'1i.e.i .... H .. ,op- ':-so' .as • .0: "ree 1I0'Vi.t~WY'. we ha~e';~. •... .,' 
ulat.i:oll ~Wl.i8tri l,~~t. •. ~ __ ;'''j9rhto,t,4.is-'i.'le lIu"aticm,: why, l.f 1~"are sDcQDcentScl, 
pe:ra1e .. U4,h'1na.le •. 1~11~~~lt_.pUiIM~t..,.;:,;, .~t .t~,,~.~~~eo: aulll!iliQ~,~~wa,;;~veY'?u. ' 
ru~~"" i~"~, .~1~~ .. ,,,~,, ___ ,,,,,. 1l.VU.:c.t!~:f4 ,0. die VSgC?v.er ... e~tt~ .admit 
imtt vi~"l 3 ... • a pol.t'~f ;',n-;' . ttle '~"j".~al.: .. tIe.i._r.tr. .• ~.er emtsi-'anfi."·,.,,. ':.,' 
aneruthe at 1:he ti .. ,tcs,· .... liJl:i ted ' ~.t.h;. . . . the vS t . ,.,1 cour.e,· h •• '. l4tghel"standal"Cl ot 't_ .... ti.e~ te P .. i •• t~.i·' •• {,".i.t"Q", '",' ':. :'l:t.l~.I *.""tnael~ audU- i,1( ~1t;.1' Jews.~';,; 

. .. ti~ _j 'Uter. Eu,.,., •• W,;,-(4; .,1 •• ; . ' .' aaflll" 1~ .:F.real' sense iatilts cOlQ1try tbaa, •• 
perlfOllS) , 'C .... :)lett.l'tlt~te ... ;{ 1-. tlt'eb;jq~"lii, t~;;. ',,'zjI ... l.;,l.i"ael~ wllere ll'Usslan 1~srant",·' 
tu .. irii.i"'.;U!le_u.ft:t.ct.~"d.'f_tQ,·.;, a.r •. 1~;l~~.~y .ent to oecu,y: Arab. :t.aoo em. 
aggrelisioa acuuf tle QH~l, rig.J)ts 01 A:r-ala' .the lfel!lt'JWik 'aa4l/o1' drafte\l'into the army." 
palestin'i~ ••. To haveeallH· fO,r"' 'OP" bO ..... r.1The e.ns •• r 18: 81111ple: nie Z;lQn"/ltala~e no aore 
in' Palelitill •• r111g the per1~'fi"_ 191.>t~ .·.;ioacernClfCtwHll the. fateot RUB.sian Jews tb&l\ 
1948 ...at. to. eDdorse thedeatruet10D of 'the, ' ,'., tbeY 'IIer. with the millions who were led t$
palest1JJb,1l Arab ution bJ ~i •. nlrll!l anet to;p'~'" U •.. Ir"a ebakrs by the cooper4t1QIl 01 the .. ' 
antee ~h. local .... ~entieDcy ·Qf't.urgeois nat.toa- Jew-i.it Ageacy with theNazis~. order to get' 
ali.,. over.prolet&l'i,,':--s,:i¢1aU_ ·.in the If."".. 1I(~le:r's .~ssion to 'save"" few thoullancl 

< Ef,,8,'f; for • .several gener .. a tl0lJ,$,: as1;~ _Dreor well:"coriiieeted Jews for' secret-emigratioD to 
lesS ii1ttviiabl~resuh 'of maa~ive' i~ig:taHoit:: .,·P.i\"~Jitilr.;:'·tril.:I; they are really conc.ernedwltJ{ 

What, then, was the .glution for the Jew$? .is providinScannon fodder alld skilled manpower 
Before Hitler's ascensiol')..to power the common' for the clerical-mili tarist-expanS1onist 
answer of European socialists, even of the re- Zionist state. 
formist Second International which included·''''''''-.,....~--~--~------~--~--·--- -~-.-.---

the Zionist -'.socialists', was ass~t':ion~ Utopian socialism vs Leninism 
As Leninists we understand that democratic 

rights, while an important part of the social
ist program, are subordinated to proletarian 
class issues and in any case cannot .be fully 
attained outside a sociaaist framework. In 

This was also thedOmfnaril "hi'storical trend, as 
Zionism was an entirely marginal political 
movement limited largely to a section of eman
cipated, but not assimilated, East European 
Jewish intellectuals. (Even in the Slavic 
countries Zionism was not dominant in the Jew
ish ghettos. The nationalist-tinged reformist 
Jewish Socialist Bund in Russia and Poland was 
strongly anti-Zionist.) 

A common pre-World War II definition of a 
Zionist was a Jew seeking to convince a wealthy 
Jew to finance sending a third Jew to Pales
tine. Moreover, the Zionists colluded actively 
with the imperialist powers (including Nazi 
Germany) to prevent the emigre Jews from enter
ing and settling in the other countries of 
Western Europe and the US. During the 1930s and 
1940s, the Trotskyists (as well as some liber
als and reformist-socialists, most prominently 
the Jewish Bund) waged a campaign to open the 
US borders to European Jewish refugees. The 
Zionists, however, who are today weeping croc
odile tears over the fate of Russian Jews, 

the epoch of imperialist decay working-class 
revolutionists become the only consistent 
fighters for democracy. But 'consistent demo
crats' are not thereby socialists -- any more 
than are 'consistent nationalists', such as the 
Zionists. Raising democratic demands to the 
level of prinCiple independent of the class 
struggle leads at Best to confusion a~d uto
pianism, and at worst can actually become coun
terposed to the struggle for socialist 
revolution. 

were among the chief opponents of this demand. 

'Free Israeli Jewry'? 

Having pulled in the homeles·s survivors 91 
the concentration campS', who ha_d nOWhere else 
to go, the Israeli Zionists faUnd that Westerll 
Jews (even the Z,1onists among them), while pas
sively sYJIIPathetic. to Israel, had no intention 
of goiag there. Mo.1"8O"'8r, the 180'0 Law of 
Betura bad an· unanticipated effect, bringing 
ill large n~ersof Near East.rn Jews, partic
ularly from Morocco Bod Ye-.n; whQ took ad.an""' 
tage Of the law ill tae ho,... of partaking Qf 
Israel' 8 higller stlUlurij' ofltviag. (Preciict
/ilb17, these 'black' JeY",. prOY'Oked a raci8t 
reaction trO\ll tQ Israe118of Euxoopean 
extraetion.) , 

Still lookin~ for more skilled immigrants 
and lacking sufficient population to reaUze 
its grandiose expans10nist. all!pirations. the 
Zionist ruli~g class.of Israel has zerged in on 
the several .million Jews in the Soviet Union 

When faced with the growth of separatist 
sentiment -- manipulated by native counterrev
olutionaries and foreign fascists -- among the 
Ukrainian peasants in the late 1930s (reacting 
to Stalin's virulent Great Russian chauvinism 
and the bruta~ forceQ collectivization), 
Trotsky counterposed to the agitation of 
Ukrainian nationalists the slogan of an inde.
pendent Soviet Ukraine. Recognizing that the 
right of self-determination remained valid 
under a workers state, he inSisted that revo~ 
lutionary socialists must oppose any mQvement 
for natiQnal liberation which did not stand On 
unconditional defense of the economic gains,of 
the October revolution. 

Soae leftists, in addition to. supporting '.' 
uarestr1cted immigration as an absolute delllO~' 
crat1c right t view it as a positiv. solutioa 
to. world poverty. For example, Paul Foot, a
member of the British International SOCialists, 
writin; in the mid-1960s DB the question ot 
i.-igratioD prOjected the desirability of a . 

'm"IU-nat'ional, multi-racial. Britain based<R1, 
unlimited immigration. This i, merely a var~~Qt 
of utopian egalitarianism -- the belief that;. 
Just SOCiety can be established by sharing'Qat 
the currently ayailable wealth. Leninists, in 
contrast, understand that unlimited illlllligra-

continued on page 8 
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Thornett: 
Public meetings heralding the formation of 

the Spartacist League (SL) were held in London, 
Birmingham and Oxford during April and May, 
attracting a total of about 150 people and 
stirring up far more political debate than is 
usually seen on the British left. In a rare 
excursion into politics, the Workers Socialist 
League (WSL) sent leading representatives to 
all three meetings. However the WSL's pretence 
at programmatic debate dwindled from meeting to 
meeting, culminating in Oxford in a disgraceful 
display of provocative disruption initiated by 
WSL leader Alan Thornett. 

At the London meeting the WSL -- along with 
its ex-member and present freelancing attorney 
Adam Westoby, who requested and was given extra 
speaking time from 'the floor -- chose to at
tack the SL for its intransigent opposition to 
popular frontism. Westoby alleged that the 
Spartacist tendency has 'covered up' the his
tory of the Trotskyist movement's attitude to 
popular fronts, and proceeded to give a defence 
of the WSL's liquidationist practice of calling 
for votes to workers parties in popular
frontist formations. 

But the WSL's grandiose posturing on this 
question was shown to be a sham by its response 
to an SL challenge, repeated at four public 
meetings, for a public debate on the question 
of the Trotskyist position toward the popular 
front. A WSL leader frankly explained at the 
Birmingham meeting that ~is organisation would 
refuse such a debate because the SL has 'a 
stated position of smashing and destroying the 
Workers Socialist League.' It seems t~at these 
political poseurs are not so confident of their 
positions after all. For once we would agree 
with the comrades of the WSL -- an extended 
political confrontation between our two organ
isations could only hasten their (already far 
advanced) diSintegration. 

Debate or no, disintegration seems to be 
taking its toll on the WSL. At the Oxford fo
rum, despite again being given extended speak
ing time to defend their positions; Alan 
Thornett and his WSL cohorts behaved in a near
hysterical manner. Evidently outraged by the 
SL's daring to hold a public meeting in the 

Iy's pupil 
WSL's precious 'home base' of Oxford, the 
WSLers engaged in deliberate disruption 
throughout the meeting, interrupting, shriek
ing and barracking in a way that had nothing 
in common with the occasional interjections 
which occur during lively labour movement 
meetings. 

The chairman's announcement that speaking 
time during the discussion period would be 
divided equally between all those wishing to 
intervene (giving three minutes per speaker) 
was greeted by Thornett and his co-thinkers 
Pat Lally and Peter McIntyre with cries of 
'disgraceful' and 'ridiculous'. This preface to 
the WSL's wrecking tactics was the sheerest 
hypocrisy, coming from an organisation which 
has closed public meetings early rather than 
allow Spartacist speakers to intervene, and 
whose National Committee once passed a motion 
to limit the Spartacist tendency to only one 
speaker per public meeting. Evidently though 
the WSL claims special treatment at our meet
ings. 

Thornett really showed his mettle later on. 
Having already been allowed to speak for nearly 
ten minutes (more than twice the time of the 
other floor speakers), 'he engineered several 
disruptions, the longest lasting 8i minutes. 
Despite,his actions fifteen speakers, including 
all three WSL representatives, two supporters 
of Workers Power (WP) and a number of Inter
national Marxist Group (IMG) members, were able 
to participate in the discussion. 

Thornett warmed up by trying to shout down 
an SL supporter (and former Oxford WSL member) 
who was demonstrating how the WSL's call for no 
immigration controls, in any country and at any 
time, is sheer reactionary utopianism. The WSL 
leader's persistent refusal to sit down and be 
quiet obliged the chairman of the meeting to 
warn that he would be ejected if he continued 
obstructing the debate. To this Pat Lally 
screamed 'Healy' and ,the sycophants of the IMG 
and WP gleefully pitched in with vocal encour
agement. 

A few minutes later Thornett was on his feet 
again, screaming in a fit of simulated indig
nation over an SLer's characterisation of his 

Immigration/emigration ... 
(Continued from page 7) 

______ ~t~iuOWD~~~~WW~~~LU~~~~~~~uuU_~~~~~ __ ~-W,ointing out that the real answer to concerns 
will become a reality only under socialism, as about 'protecting jobs' is united international 
a result of the abolition of material scarcity. working-cl1t8s action an~ . .Jlqc1,al~st revolution. 

In reality, the economic resources do not It is, moreover, obligatory for communists 
now exist to satisfy the material aspirations to fight for the rights of all immigrants and 
of mankind, and a policy of worldwide leveling foreign workers, whether or not in the country 
would only intensify conflicts between the legally. The labor and socialist movements must 
working masses' of various countries. Rather demand that all immigrants and foreign workers 
than utopian dreams of unlimited immigration as are entitled to immediate and full citizenship 
an immediate political demand, what is both rights. Since the bourgeOisie is not about to 
needed and possible is a campaign for real in- permit equalization of the conditions of the 
ternational labor solidarity. This can begin working masses, we must also fight against 
with jOint union action against US-owned every instance of discrimination against for-
corporations to raise the wages of foreign eign workers -- against wage discrimination, 
workers in the same industries to US scale and, for the right to strike and join unions, 
in relevant industries, the formation of truly against deportations, etc. 
international unions. Likewise, instead, of Of particular urgency in the US today is a 
calling for the utopian demand of 'open', bor- vigorous campaign on the part of the labor 
ders' , labqr must demand full citizenship movement, not for su~ chauvinist measures as 
rights tor all foreign workers -- a demand deporting foreign scabs, but for full citizen-
whose justice is independent of capitalism's ship and trade-union rights for Mexican farm-
ability to grant it, but which would be part of workers in the Southwest and other workers 
the fundamental laws of a workers republic. currently facing government harassment and de-

iSh::a!a::::!S!:eh::;k!~r:a~o:~t!~:si~O;:~ ::~!:!;o::d (:::n:a!h:o!:::so:nt::s::::h~f 
the answer to their desperate social conditions east). In the case of the (predominantly 
does not lie in an individual ticket to the US Mexican-American) United Farm Workers, we call 
or Western Europe, but rather in an interna- for an international UFW, organizing farm-
tional socialist revolution which is the neces- workers in Mexico (a large percentage of whom 
sary precondition to the economic reorganiza- produce for the US market in any case) to 
tion of human society through freeing the achieve wages equal to those of unioni.zed agri-
productive forces from the fetter of private cultural labor in the US. 
ownership. 

Full rights for foreign workersl 

That we do not advocate the principle of 
unlimited immigration as an immediate politi
cal demand certainly does not mean that we 
support the immigration policies of bourgeois 
states. The immigration policies of bourgeois 
governments do not simply defend legitimate 
national rights, but are necessarily chauvinist 
and oppre~ive. I~ would be impermissible, for 
example, for a commu~ist parliamentary fraction 
to vote for any immigration quotas, even 'lib
eral' ones, in a bourgeois parliament. Instead, 
they would vote against all racially and na
tionally discriminatory immigration quotas, 
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Finally, while large-scale immigration is 
inevitably affected by economic factors at the 
present level of development of productive 
forces, the question of specific groups of 
.refugees, prisoners, etc, is purely political. 
Thus, for instance, we are (except for the fact 
that Castro doe~n't want them either) mili
tantly unenthusiastic about the former Batista 
prison guards, drug dealers and anti-communist 
emigres whom the US government accepted with 
open arms. In contrast, the entire labor move
ment has a direc,t interest in vigoro~sly de
manding that the US extend the right of politi
cal asylum to the trade-union and socialist 
militants who are imprisoned and threatened 
with execution by the bloody junta in Chile!. 

position against the right to self-determi
nation for presently oppressor nations as the 
view of an 'idiot'. Thornett's remonstrations 
for more cultured speech rang entirely hollOW, 
coming from the leader of a group which during 
that same evening had described SL spokesmen 
as 'liars', 'provocateurs', 'pro-imperialists', 
'chauvinists' and 'racists'. 

Thornett's scandalous behaviour produced a 
major fracas, as the WSL flew from all pretence 
of programmatic discussion. Having set his own 
dogs yelping (Pat Lally in particular seemed 
genuinely demented), and with the puppies of 
the IMG and WP snapping at the rear, Thornett 
calmly rose and left the meeting while the 
other WSLers remained behind. The meeting 
then concluded in good order. 

When Stalinsts and Healyites accuse us of 
'disruption', they are referring to the 
unpleasant (for them) political content of our 
interventions, not to any violation of workers 
democracy. These political bankrupts know that 
they are unable to engage in honest political 
combat with the Spartacist tendency, so they 
grab other means of 'struggle' from the arsenal 
of anti-Trotskyism: exclusionism, slander and 
violence. 

The WSL too lacks the ability to deal with 
the SL politically -- the loss of more than 

,twenty per cent of its membership to us this 
year is eloquent testimony to that. Thus in a 
desperate attempt to ward off Spartacist poli
tics, Thornett & Co are starting to dip into the 
same pOisonous well of slander, vilification and 
real disruption as their Healyite mentors. For 
our part, we will remain firm in our principled 
commitment to the full reVOlutionary programme 
of Trotskyism, including the defence of workers 
democracy •• 

WSL ... 
(Continued from page 5) 

very frequently by their leadership's ever
optimistic reports of great successes and even 
greater opportunities just around the corner. 
PUrt~H,; 'tW:t''firilf buly-' 8ei!ii''Il"OBlIly'' atfaP
tationist and liquidationist work themselves, 
so the idea of 'real workers' fighting for and 
supporting the Transitional Programme may seem 
Ii terally unimaginable. 

But unlike Thornett and his cronies we are 
really undertaking the hard task of building a 
cadre which will be the core of the future mass 
revolutionary party. Because we build on pro
grammatic foundations we will carry out far 
more and better mass work than the WSL will 
ever be capable of -- here in Britain, as in 
America and elsewhere throughout the world. 

Immediately after the resignation of the 
Trotskyist Faction, Socialist Press carried an 
article with the truly astounding assessment 
that the split was a 'step forward' for the WSL. 
Lister takes up this theme in his polemic, 
growling that the TFers' resignations 'happily 
relieved' the WSL of the task of purging them. 

But if the WSL truly believes it has been 
travelling 'forward' since the split, we would 
respectfully suggest that the organisation use 
one of its perennial funa drives to procure the 
means to purchase a compass. Since the February 
national conference, the WSL has continUed to 
haemorrhage, with reSignations being submitted 
from allover the country. Most notably, the 
six remaining members -- including three 
National Committee members -- of the anti-TF, 
conciliationist 'centre' faction led by Steve 
Murray and Julia Kellett have left the organis
ation. This newest 'step forward' was preceded 
by the beginnings of a political re-orientation 
by some of these individuals, and an at least 
formal recogni tion that they were party to 'lin 
unprincipled organisational bloc with [the] 
leadership' against the Trotskyist Faction 
(reSignation statement submitted to the WSL NC 
by Tim Hume, Ian Kaye, Julia Kellett, P P, 
and Steve Piercy, 1 April). We hope that these 
comrades will be able to break from their 
cliquist pasts in order to find their way into 
the ranks of the only authenically Trotskyist 
tendency in the world, and join us in the 
struggle to reforge the Fourth International. 
As for the WSL, it is doomed to an existence 
of second-rate fakery in splendid national iso
lation -- if that existence lasts very long at 
all •• 

SPARTACIST BRITAIN 



Racist furore ... 
. (Continued from page 1) 

the WSL leadership 'discovered' the immigration 
question, an issue in which it had previously 
demonstr,ated little interest. With its narrow 
economist trade-union orientation, the WSL had 

'characteristically argued that ~he deep div
isions in the working class exacerbated by 
racialist immigration policies were not a 
'burning question' and had consistently failed 
to address this issue programmatically in the 
unions. 

Like· its formal position against import con
trols, the WSL's position on immigration has 
been confined .to its press -- not carried' for
.ward as a part of its "actual intervention in 
the working class. Despite the tangible chauv
inism whipped up among trade unionists, partic-
ularly car worker~, around the question of 
foreign imports, WSL leader Alan Thorn~tt's 
1977 campaign for general secretary of the 
Transport and General WOl'kers Union avoided the 
question entirely. 

~ut with consummate hypocrisy .bOrn of 'des
peration, the. WSL central leadership decided to 
take up the question of immigration as a fac
tional weapon in order to attack its left op
pOSition, the Trotskyist Faction (TF) , and the 
international Spartacist tendency (1St). Fol
lowing the split of the TF in mid-February and 
its subsequent fusion with the London Sparta
cist Group to form the Spartacist League, t.he 
WSL has taken its demogogic attacks on the' 
iSt's Marxist analysis of the immigration ques
tion into th~ pages of Socialist ~ess: . 

. 'This cOlllbination of ultra-left pos.turing 
.wi th abject .opportunism and rejection of any 
form of seriQus agitati~ for the Trotskyist 
programme in any country in the world is. the 
real essence of the international Spartacist 
tendency. '. 
'It is reflected in their attitude to i.Bd
gration laws -- "here: "left" denunciation of 
restric:tions on 1maigrationare combined . 
-.,1th .grovelliJig capitulaUon to the worst 

: kindS of national,is., reminiscent o'f Tory. 
leader Margaret Thatcher., " ... on a sufficient 
scale 1maigration flows only exacerbate 
national antagonis_ and in .extreme cases 
CouldeveD wipe out tbe national ident~ty of 
. sJlU!.ller countries". (Workers Vanguard .. 
17.3.78).' ('In defence of a revolutionary 
orientation, Against sectarian abstentio~ 

_----Egpia.U,st Press.. 29 March 1978) , 

, The WV article quoted' from was entitled 
'Racist furor in Australia over n~at People'" 
,~. ·t-he-Mal'C-h 1978 AU4!tMlasian . 8p!;zrta.eist). 

. Readers of' Socialist ~ess would not suspect 
that our.article was an'attack on ,the 'white 

iCiesof the labour bureaucracy, 
S" the 

cal demand certainly does not mean that we 
support the immigration policies of boup-' 
geois states .... It would be impermissible, 
for example, for a communist parliamentary 
fraction to vote for any immigration quotas, 

. even "liberal" ones, in a bourgeois 
parliament. ' 

In an attempt to make some of 'its slanders 
stick, the WSL leadership has had to ignore 
the principled and consistent fight led by 
Spartacist-supported groupings in the trade 
unions against anti-immigration hysteria and 
other forms-ofua:tional chauvinism. When in 
early 1975 US authorities whipped up hysteria 
against 'illegal aliens', threatening to step 
up mass deportations, not only did the Sparta
cist League/US actively particip~te in and 
initiate demonstrations against the racist' 
frenzy, but caucuses_politlcallysupported by 
the SL, such as the Militant Solidarity Caucus 
of UAW (car·workers) Local 906 '(New Jersey), 
campaigned for f1,fll citizenship rights for for
eign workers. And in early 1977, responding to 

. US Immigration and' Naturalization Service raids 
in San Francisco-area warehouses, the Militant 
Caucus of ILWU (dockers and warehouse union) 
Local 6 called for union 'flying squads' and 
strike action to stop the raids. Where has the 
WSL made the question of defenpe of immigrants 
a fighting issue in the unions? 

Nor can the WSL leaders deal wi~ the very 
real example,S of the problems' created .by 
asserting the uncon.diti,onal mass 'right ,to un-
1imi ted iJilmigration' under capitalism, for 
example Jews in Palestine, Americans in north~ 
~rn Mexico, Turks in Cyprus. In each of these 
cases a massive influx of ,illllDigrant s has or 
would coile into direct c.onflict with the right 
to self-determination pi. another people. If 
pushed on this questio~an honest WBL loyalist 
might reply. that there are problellls raised by 
these examples, but that· n.tlons like Bolland 
and Belgium -- cited in the WV -rtlcle --are 
differoent, as they are. impertalist oJ)pressors.· 

_ But this is npt "the Leninist position.'t.en-
in~sts uphold the right ot dtl nations to ' 
self-deteraination, though this right isgener
ally sillply npt ib question for the imp.erialist 
and pres~ntly oppressing nations. Lenin was 

. expliCit on this: arguing against the ultraleft 
trend of ',imperialist economiSJI' repr.sented by 
Bukharin. and Pyatakov in 1915, he wro~e: 

rialist economism', 'CoZZected Wqrks vol 23, 
pp 19-20) '. , , 

In 'The discussion on self-determination 
summed up', written in the same year, Lenin 
criticised Dutch left social democrat Herman 
Gorter for 'wallow [ing] in mistakes.' by being 
'against the self-determination of hi~ own 
country but in favour' of self-determination ... 
for the Dutch East Indies ". While attacking the 
false general progr~e flowing from t~is 
position, Lenin iauded Gorter's 'sincere inter
nationalist' s/ilntiment, and noted that 'the 
'general and fundamental principles of Marxism 
..• do not require'the independence specific
ally of Holland to be made a matter of para

"mount importance •• ,.,.' 
But for the WSL today, whose 'international

ist' sentiment seldom extends' outside the pqes 
of Socialist ~ess, theoretical poverty on the 
national question has become a cover for oppor
t~nist practice. On a general programmatic 
level the denial of the right to self- . 
determination to oppressor peoples flows from 
the Pabloite/New Left conception that there are 
• good ' and 'bad' peoples, 'and that the. '.bad' 
peoples have forfeited their democratic rights. 

Writing shortly before the outbreak of World 
War II, Trotsky noted that despite the shameful 
'white Australia' immigration poliCy, Aus
tralians did not forfeit their right to self
determination: 

'Naturally DO Australian worker or !aTmer ~ 
wishes to be c~nqpered and subjected to 
Japan. Fo'r a re\rolutionary party.i t would be 
suicidal to say simply we are "indifferent" 
to this question. But we cannot give to a 
bourgeois and essentlally ~mperiall~t govern

.ment the task of defending the. independence 
of Australla.·' (' Letter to Australians', 
Writings 1937-38) 
National oppression and race hatred will not 

be rooted out with utopian fantasies of die
solving nat~ona1 boundaries under capitaliem. 
Such pipe-dreams appeal only to those who are 
unwil~ing to undertake the tasks of proletarian. 
internationalism.-- winning workers to the 
progra.ae Of international class SOlidarity, 
intransigent'defence of all vict1.s·oi·racial~ 
ist oppres'S1OD, and above all the unrelenting 
struggle. to construct a truly' international: 
vanguard party. 

, It is no acciclent that those ,vSL members Who. 
aeti vely sought answers to. the central' ques-,' 
tions 'of international proletarian policy were 
drawn to the banner of the iSt. In sh~ con-

'You want ~ concrete ",case";· "Bow about trastto the petty parochial ~orkerism of the 
Belgiua"'l. .JSL, the.Spartacist League will be in the .fore,.. 'See the Lenin and Zlnoviev p_pblet: it say. 
that we woul!! be fOr the defence Of ael,i~ ~y,..,,~., front of . the. battle against all iDmligration 
(even by lA1a'l') if thls concrete war were . '" . , .,. :'1i1f_bE £.'tll. ;tiOUJ"geO'1. statEf and all of the . 
d1ffefent~ .. racialist Rotson spewed by' the Thatchers, 
'You do not agree ,with that? Powells and Callagb8ns worshipping the corpse 
'Then say so!!' ('The nascent trend of impe- of their long-dead Empire. 

WSL is directed against the utopian dema.na-yor---t------___ 
···· ........ --~--------.,adlba ... p"ttlbllI..,R .... d ... Iilr1'~tl7~/~AellJfljrl7l1'~!Dtm,gllT.ua!JP/u" ... nn-o "'ZO"'It-,"1'14I1-ftA""prI'llIlHINII9ITJI---

,dOing aw~y With all 'r~igt:ation ·laws. (and con
sequently'borders) ubder capitalism. OUr arti
cle went on: 

'While aggreSSively opposing all forms of 
racially' and nationally discriminatory 
quotas, communists do not advise capitalist 
governments on their necessarily chauvinist 
and exploitative immigration policy, which 
opens and closes its portals in line with 
economic and political expediency. We intran
Sigently de.fend the rights of migrant workers 
-- "legal" or not -- against chauvinist per
secution and deportation. We demand flill 
citizenship rights for all migrants. ' 

Contrary to the lies and distortions of the 
WSL, this i"s hardly the position of a Margaret 
Thatcher! We stand clearly against any victim
,isations whatsoever of fore,ign workers in 
Britain. We are against all round-ups and de
portations of immigrants, against all pro
cedures which require foreigners to register 
with the Home Office and the police, and 
against all laws which allow the authorities to 
pick out foreigners, arbitrarily determine 
that they may no longer live where they have 
been living and force them to leave Britain. 

Moreover, as we stated in 'The Leninist pol
icy toward immigration/emigration' (WV no 36, 
18 January 1974 and reprinted in this issue), 
the fact: ' 

'that we do not advocate the principle of 
unlimited immigration as an immediate politi-
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I-CL ... 
(CO'YJ.tinued from page 2) 

. -
than treachery •... • (minutes of IMGjI-CL 
Beeting, 7 April 1976, our eBphasis) 

The iSt stands with the fight of the Inter
national Committ~e (IC), formed in 1953 to 
combat the Pabloite destruction of the Fourth 
International. 'The I-cL spent a good part of 
its debating time quoting from critical iSt 
assessments of the IC and seeking to contrast 
them to our defence of the IC against the 
Pabloites. But the Matgamnaites succeeded only 
in exposing their own anti-internationalism. 

Despite Gerry Healy'S attempts to bureau
cratically exclude it, the SL/US sought to be
come a diSCiplined part of the IC, struggling 
within it against the deviations from Trotsky
ism which we saw, until the IC's decisive pro
grammatic degeneration in 1~66-67. The I-CL, in 
contrast, refused to subordinate itself to the 
international formation it 'critically sup
ported' because this would have meant being a 
minority within the British se~tion of that 

,formation. The I-CL's main international pos
ition paper, 'The I-CL and the Fourth Inter
national', glibly explains that opposition to 
the USFI's British section made 'any affil~
ation and acceptance 'of USFI discipline un~ 
thinkable', since this would hinder its 'pri
mary task '" to build a revolutionary commu
nist organisation in the British working 
class'. The iSt's approach, which subordinates 
work in any particular country to the fight 
for the revolutionary international, is liter
ally incomprehensible to the I-cL. 

On the question of Stalinism, the I-CL must 
hide behind its agnosticism and spectacular 
unconcern for questions of principle if 'it is 
to chase both the USFI apologists for 
Stalinism and the Stalinophobes of the IS/SWP. 
On Cuba, tailing the USFI, the I-cL writes: ' 

'Castroism was a genuine revolutionary move
ment right up to 1968 (at least) ..• (In Cuba} 

there i8 populist-type del!0cracy but no 
genulnely accountable worke~s' democracy. It 
is not foreseeable what will be the degree of 
the bureaucracy's resistance, to ,workers' power.' 

But reflecting their kinship with the social
democratic International Socialists, Matgamna 
• Co sneer at the argument that the Common 
Market would strengthen NATO against the USSR, 
proclaiming that:, 'For revolutibnaries defence 
of the USSR is today of tenth rate importance: 
the USSR is the second pillar of world counter
revolution.' Like all Stalinophobes, the I-CL 
makes ·no distinction between the USSR_~- a 
degenerated workers state whose proletarian 
property forms represent a historic gain -- and 
its counterrevolutionary Stalinist bureaucracy. 

The future for the I-CL is, to put it mildly, 
not bright~ To most left-wing militants, the 
grouping probably appears as a kind of cross 
between the IS/SWP and the USFI, with possibly 
valid but nitpicking critiCisms of both. Its 
timid critique of the USFI is sometimes correct, 
though overwhelmingly ,in the service of its 
IS-ish appetites, and its analysis of post-war 
Trotskyism is a tortured and often incomprehen
sible melange of meaningless neologisms ('de
structuring', etc). Thes~ add up to program
matic agnosticism as a cover for simple 
indifference to political and theoretical 
questions, hand-in-hand with national self
centre.dness. 

Unable to differentiate itself from its far 
larger competitors, the I-CL has been unable to 
grow despite seven years of exist'ence in a 
highly politicised milieu. In the face of its 
own centrist stagnation, the rapid growth of 
the Trotskyist iSt, which began with comparable 
forces, must seem like a crime against nature 
to the I-CL. Nonetheless the I-CL may contain 
among its ranks some subjective revolutionaries, 
won to the.I-CL in the abs~nce of an authentic 
Trotskyist pole in Britain during the last dec
ade. If such militants have a futu're as 
Trotskyists, it will be with the Spartacist 
League .• 
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Workers· defence ... 
(Continued from page l2) 
key to the growth of fa,scism. The fascists do 
not simply constitute another political party . 
campaigning for their particular ideology among 
a passive electorate. Fascism is not a system of 
'bad ideas' which can be defeated through ideo
logical 'exposure' or argued away. It is a pro-" 
gramme of terror.ist acti'On; and it has a social 
base in the mobilisation of the impoverished 
petty bourgeoisie, which has been squeezed out 
of its social position by the decay of capital
ism and which sees no powerful revolutionary 

'proletarian alternative to capitalist degra
dation and anarchy. 

Contrary to the ANL's SOCial-chauvinist 
rantings, fascism is not somehow inherently 
'German'; it is certainly not anti-patriotic. 
Rather it is based on a nationalist chauvin
ism: the 'outsiders' and 'foreigners' (Jews, 
blacks, Asians) are scapegoated for all the 
problems of capitalist society. 

Today the National Front does not consti
tute a mass movement which. immediately threat
ens to smash the proletariat, although its 
ultimate goal is the destruction of all pro
letarian organisations and systematic terror 
and genocide against oppressed minorities. 
There is, however, a reason why the National 
Front has more social weight and significance 
in Britain today then similar far-right move
ments in other Western countries (eg the United 
States) .. 

That reason is the severe decline of British 
imperialism -- which in its long-drawn-out 
death agony has brought social qegradation, 
chaos and continuou~ a~tacks on the living 
standards and conditions of the broad masses. 
Disaffection with this has generated a real 
socil'll base for fascism among the petty bou'r
geoisie and politically backward workers. 

Fascism 'cannot be beate.n by issuing class,:, 
less propaganda against its 'ideology', stil~ 

less by competing with it for the national 
banner. It can only be destroyed by mobilising 
the working class and its allies among the, 
oppressed to smash the fascist gangs, and by 
building a reVOlutionary party to pose a pro
letarian class alternative to bourgeois,rule 
and its attendant ,social decay. Beating the' 
drums for 'anti-Nazi' British patriotism is 
directly counterposed to these tasks, even if, 
the National Front suffers a short-term loss of 
electoral respectability as its'leaders' Hit
lerite proclivities are exposed. 

Differences do appear among the capitalists 
on -how to relate to th~ fascists, particularly 
in a period like today when they are not seen 
to be immediately necessary in order to crush 

talist class will always s~ek to unite to 
smash the proletariat and its organisations at 
a point of extreme social and political crisis. 
When necessary, they will give open support to 
fascist terror gangs. This is precisely what 
happened in Italy, Germany and Spain during 
the 1920s and 1930s., 

Any attemp~ to entice one section of the 
bourgeoisie (the mythical 'progressive', 'demo
cratic' capitalists) into a popular front of' 
all forces opposed to fascism is worse than 
utopian. Such a strategy sows very dangerous 
illusions among the workers and can only lead 
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them to defeat -- just like in Spain. 

It is 'quite principled for a revolutionary 
party to march alongside social democrats' and 
other refo~ists in an anti-fascist demon
stration (and even to march alongside any 
bourgeois elements who, for whatever reason, 
choose to stand with the interests of the 
proletariat on this issue for a time). In fact, 
a unit~d front between revolutionists and 
reformists is often a necessity for defence 
against fascist' terror, and it simultaneously 
serves the purpose of exposing the reformist 
leaders' hesitations and betrayals and thu's 
winning workers to the revolutionary ,banner. 

Waving the Union Jack at ANL Carnival. Spartacist Britain 

But it is quite another thing to adopt the 
reformists' ,bourgeois politics. To issue jOint 
'anti-fascist' propaganda with reformist mis
leaders (and even representatives of the bour
geoisie!) is to betray the interests of the 
proletariat. Yet this is precisely what the 
SOCialist Workers Party has chosen to do in the 
A.NL. ,-

C', 

. The fight against f~ism 
in the thirties \ 

port in the same way that we are ready to 
support the united front, ie the separation 
of the proletariat from the other classes '. ' 
('Bourgeois democracy and the ~ight against 
fascism', Writings 1935-36~ p' 244) , -

Such popular-frontist 'anti-fascism' is pre
cisely the purpose of the Anti Nazi League. 

IMG chases 'respectability' 

True to their tradition, organisations such 
as the Stalinist Communist Party and sundry . 
Uabour 'leftists' have leapt onto the ANL band
wagon. But the grou~ which is vying with the 
SWP to become the ANL's 'best builder' is the 
fake-Trotskyist International Marxist U~oup 
(IMG). When the ANL was founded six months ago 
the IMG expressed hesitancy about the lack of a 
~mass action' perspective for the organisation, 
while endorsing the project nonetheless. Now 
with the rapid growth (and increasing 'respect-
ability') of the ANL the junior Martovs of the 
IMG have put aside all. their little worries. 

'Build the Anti Nazi League' screams the 
front page of Socialist Challenge. 'Hats off .to 
the SWP' sings the IMG's editorial paean to t.he 
Carnival. And just to assure the assorted re
formists, Liberals and lords of the ANL that it 
bears no 'Trotskyist' baggage of opposition to 
popular frontism" the IMG writes: 

'It is now obvious that the ANL needs a con
ference of its active supporters. We can 
share some of the apprehensions of the SWP in 
relation ·to such a conference becoming a 
bear-garden and alienating League supporters 
because of sectarian bickering. A conference 
devoted to discussing whether or not the ANL 
is a "popular front" or similar rubbish 
would, in our opinion, be disastrous. ' 
(SociaZist, Challenge; 4 M.ay) 

For the IMG, intransigent opposition to class 
collaboration and social patriotism has become 
'sectarian bickering' and 'rubbish'! How far 
these disgraceful opportunists have sunk into 
the anti-Trotskyi~t mire! 

Trying to strike a more critical posture 
toward the ANL are the eclectic left Pabloites 
of the International-Communist League (I-GL). 
In March the I-CL. complained that the'ANL had 
problems because 'it ,commits the revolution
aries'of the SWP[1] to limit their propaganda 
to what is acceptable to the liberals' (Workers 
Action~ 11-18 March). By the time of the Carnj
val, however, the I-GL had toned dOwn' its 
criticisms considerably. Th~ ANL was stii~ 
confused', but: "'-"--

"Today'. carnival is .fih. biggest .altti.~a1Jei.t 
event for 'years. And on the eve of May' Day 
the Anti Nazi League have chosen a great way 
to celebrate the traditional workers' 
holiday .... 

movemen~ 'in_w:~e~s~t~e:r~n~~ ____ ~~~~ we gOing to do the job? Carnivals 
Europe onfronted by the rise 0 sm like today' s can get the ball rolling __ 
on a scale which makes today's NF pale in com- showing us how many we are and helping uS'to 
parison. The response of the Stalinist Com- get to know each other.' ('After the Carni-
munist International and its centrist satel- val, What next?', Workeps Action leaflet) 
lites like the London Bureau was to organise ,HOW chummy. The only problem is: the ANL has 
coalitions against war and fascism under the set the ball rolling in the wrong direction. 
leadership of prominent pacifists and other, The I-CL's chief complaint about the ANL has 
worthy 'gentlemen'. These coalitions were the been that it represents a turn by the SWP away 
precursors of the popular front. from its past policy of engaging in street con-

The Trotskyist movement implacably opposed I frontations with the fascists. Indeed, until 
such class-collaborationist alliances, d~- the end of last summer the SWP had been the 
nouncing them for disarming, the proletariat by chief proponent of a .strategy of left-wing 
tying it to the class enemy. At some 'anti- counter-demonstrations to fight the fascists in 
fascist' conferences the Trotskyi'sts were re- the streets, which it combined with calls on' 
fused a vote on their counterproposals (1932); the capitalist government to ban NF marches. 
at others they were excluded altogether (1933). Taking on the faSCists in the streets cer-
Particularly instructive is the Trotskyists' tainly reflects a healthier impulse than sign-
resolution on boycott·ing the 'World Congress ing ,'pemocratic I manifestos with Lord Avebury 
Against War, Fascis~ and Imperialism' organ- __ though for the consummately cynical SWP 
ised by the London Bureau in,1936: leadership both have been little more' than gim

'The 'planned conference, on the very face of 
it, is thus a gross fraud, which can only 
paralyze the'genuine proletarian struggle 
against war, fascism, and imperialism. Were 
this congress to be composed of mass organi
zations of the working class, then, regard
less o£ its ostensible program or leadership 
it might prove profitable for the. revolution
ary organizations to attend it for the pur
pose of exposing the fraud before a working 
class' tribune and counterposing t~e program 
o£ revolutionary struggle to i~.' (Documents 
of the Fourth InternationaZ# p 100) 

Time and again Trotsky noted that ',a mer
ciless exposure of the theory and practice of 
the People's Front is therefore the first con
dition for a revolutionar~ struggle against
fascism' (Transitional Programme). In January 
1936' he wrote: • . ' 

'We have to take strong measures against the 
abst:r-act "antifascist" mode of thinking that 
finds entry even into our own ranks at times. 
"Antifascism" fs nothing, an empty concept 
used to cove~ up Stalinist skulduggery. In 
the name of "'antifascism" they tnstituted 
ciass collaboration with the Radicals. Many 
of our comrades wanted to'give the "People's 
Front", ie class collaboration, positive sup-

micky recruitment schemes. However, the SWI> 
tried to substitute 'far-left" physical con
frontatio.ns with the fascists and their police 
protectors for the hard fight within the trade 
unions to build mass working-class action 
against the fascists. 

This strategy 'Predictably backfired, as last 
summer's round of street confrontations with 
the NF,~nded with the latter achieving its a~m 
of massive police protection. And the. Public 
Order Act -- invoked against opponents of Os

,wald Mosley's Blackshirts in 1937 -- was used 
to halt left-wing anti-NF demonstrations. 

Build workers defence guards! 

As we wrote last summer after the Lewisham 
events: 

'It is not necessarily adventurist for ~ few 
thousand leftists to attempt to take on a few 
hundred fascists .... The point is to success
fully break up attempted fascist mobilisa
tions, not to engage in a string of inconclu
sive brawls. However, given the demonstrated 
determination of the state to protect the 
National Front in all these recent skirmishes 
with the left, most such attempts will only 
result in head-on confrontations with the 
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police. In the absence of a mass working
class base for their activities, the attempt 
of even several thousand leftists to "take 
on" the cops of the bourgeois state will in
evitably result in the victimisation of 
those subjectively revolutionary militants 
who engage in such confrontations.' (Workers 
Vanguard no 170, 26 August 1977) 

Demonstrations of a few thousand ill
organised leftists can usually be dispersed by 
a much smaller body of determined thugs and/or 
their police protectors. But physically
prepared workers defence guards built by the 
trade unions can protect workers' organisations 
and immigrant communities from attack and crush 
the fascists in the streets. 

There is a good reason why the SWP & Co do 
not struggle within the unions to build such 
defence guards: their formation would directly 
challenge the bourgeois state's monopoly on 
armed terror. And Ernie Roberts and Neil 
Kinnock (to say nothing of the good peers of 
the realm) would not stand for that at all. 

How can such defence guards be built? As 
Trotsky explained in the Transitional 
PrograJT07/e : 

'Strike pickets are the basic nuclei of the 
proletarian army. This is our point of de
parture. In connection with every strike and 
street demonstration, it is imperative to 
propagate the necessity of creating workers' 
groups for self-defence. It is necessary to 
write this slogan into the programme of the 
revolutionary wing of the trade unions. It 
is imperative wherever possible, beginning 
with the youth groups, to organise groups for 
self-defence, to drill and acquaint them with 
the use of arms. 
'It is necessary to give organised expres
sion to the valid hatred of the workers 
toward scabs and bands of gangsters and 
fascists. It is necessary to advance the slo
gan of a workers' militia as the one serious 
guarantee for the invio~ability of workers' 
organisations, meetings, and press. ' 

This is the strategy Trotskyists .raise for 
fighting fascist attacks, against the sellout 
course of the labour bureaucrats and their 
'left' hangers-on. 

The Spartacist tendency and the fight 
against fascism 

The struggle to arm the workers to crush 
the fascists cannot consist of empty resolu
tions in the trade unions. It is a well-known 
practice for union bureaucrats to pass radical
sounding resolutions, committing themselves 
to nothing in particular, as a cover for in
action. The 'left' talk of labour traitors at 
ANL rallies is a perfect example. Instead 
clasS-sLLugglQ oDPositions must be built with
in the unions to ensure that the call IVL 

workers defence guards is made a reality. Such 
class-struggle groupings must link the fight 
against right-wing attacks to a programme which 
points the way to working-class power. 

The internationalSpartacist tendency has a 
proud record of struggle against fascist and 
other racialist attacks and provocations. In 
America we have particularly had to fight the 
treacherous call raised by the IMG's local 
'co-thinkers', the Socialist Workers Party 
(US), for defence of platforms for fascists. 
Our supporters have also actively fought racist 
and fascist attacks within the trade unions: 
the caucus we support in a Chicago-area UAW 
(car workers) local [branch] was instrumental in 
organising a workers defence squad to defend a 
black worker's home from night-riding racist 
marauders. " In Detroi t, we fought to win the 
unions to smash a fascist 'bookshop' which re
cently opened near the giant River Rouge car 
factory. Our key has always been to unleash 
the powerful strength of the organised prole
tariat, not to substitute our own small forces 
for the necessary mobilisation of the class, 
and certainly not to bolster some fake 'anti
fascist' talker. 

As we grow and sink roots into the working 
class in this country, our members and sup
porters will be leading similar struggles -
against the NF, its far-right satp.llites and 
the class whose interests they so violently 
serve. Each victory over the fascist hooligans 
will bring more forces to the revolutionary 
banner, thus bringing nearer the day of prolet
arian revolution. 

And that is a struggle which requires 
neither magic nor God -- but the forging 
of a revolutionary vanguard party steeled in 
the fight for working-class independence from 
the bourgeoisie. Only a party which can dem
onstrate to the working class its iron deter
mination to do away with the capitalist system 
of anarchy, oppression and exploitation can 
break the stranglehold of racist division 
among working people, and lead the struggle for 
proletarian rule to final victory .• 
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Children of '68 ••• 
(continued from page 3) 

defined bloc of 'left' bureaucrats and misled 
rank and filers. Neither side presents much of 
a positive trade union perspective, but both 
are rather definite about what they don't want. 
As Strawson insists of his desired 'class
struggle left wing': 'It does not conform to a 
revolutionary tendency in that it does not have 
a fully revolutionary programme and strategy.' 
How nice -- in other words it has a reformist 
programme and strategy. 

This Strawson character has gone from the 
IMG's National Committee to the WSL and back 
again in only two years. The WSL's Socialist 
Press (3 May) expressed unhappiness about the 

budding Strawson/SWP(US) alliance in its report 
on the conference, but maintained that 'It re
mains to be seen whether Strawson -- an all 
time political tourist -- will be completely 
absorbed into the alternative Pabloite politics 
of the SWP, or turn perhaps in a more healthy 
political direction.' Is the WSL -- desper
ately searching for new political opportunities 
to delay its decomposition -- actually offering 
to renew the visa of this 'all time political 
tourist '? 

IMG women unite 

The most heated debate at the conference 
took place on the question of women's caucuses 
inside the IMG. The Strawson lashup diplo
matically declined to take a united position, 
with only the former LTFers taking a hard stand 
against caucuses of any sort within the organ
isation. Meanwhile the leadership argued for 
occasional non-autonomous male-exclusionist 
gatherings along the lines of the IMG's past 
practice, but against a blanket approval for 
women's caucuses. All the opponents of women's 
'autonomy' were hard-pressed to explain why 
feminist organisational norms were unwelcome 
inside the IMG, when they were encouraged 
everywhere else. 

Once, as the long-time feminists of the ex
LTF noted during the conference debate, the IMG 
refused to embrace feminism, albeit for typi
cally confused centrist reasons. But now the 
IMG has turned to unstinting glorification of 
the existing women's liberation movement, with 
its anti-communist 'sisterhood' -- along the 
way declaring that Lenin and the Bolsheviks 
were all wrong on the woman question, and ex
plicitly denying the need to split the women's 
movement along class lines to build a communist 
women's movement as a section of the vanguard 
party. 

Spurning the revolutionary tradition of thp 
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forthright opposition to feminism and the 
'independent' women's movement), the IMG sent 
its female cadres into the women's movement to 
become its 'best builders' on its existing 
bourgeOis programme. And now they are -- in
cluding within the IMG. The ultra-feminist 
document ('Women's caucuses and the IMG -- A 
fresh approach') summed up the results: 

'The impact of women's liberation on the 
revolutionary left has laid the basis for 
feminism in the IMG. This is the major rea
son for the expression of the need for 
caucuses. The experience of consciousness 
raising, of non-hierarchical organisation 
and so on, have informed the daily lives and 
activity of many women within the IMG. It is 
not enough for comrade Savage to suggest 
that those who want consciousness raising or 
all-women meetings ;hould participate in the 
WLM [women's liberation movementl. We want 
this inside the IMG as well. '" 
'It has to be admitted that for many women, 
the WLM is a far more congenial milieu for 
their particular activity and persO~al 
development than the IMG. This means that 
several leading women comrades have in the 
past few years chosen to concentrate their 
political energies in the WLM rather than the 
IMG. A drift of feminists out of the IMG is 
inevitable while the organisation continues to 
ignore the impact of the WLM upon these 
women, and refuses to accept women's need 
to organise separately.' (Pre-Conference 
Bulletin no 8, p 5) 

We couldn't have said it better ourselves: the 
seeds of liquidationism are taking root at home. 

The children of '68' 

Today's rapid spread of feminism represents 
more than simply an adaptation to a particular 
milieu on the part of the IMG, but is also part 
of an international phenomenon of aging 'chil
dren of '68', who are seeking to escape in 
alternate lifestyles and trendy fads as they 
despair of the possibility of proletarian rev
olution. The USec has chased these people -
the embodiment of its fabled 'new mass vanguard' 

-- from their pro-guerrillaist, spontaneist 
proclivities of the late 1960s and early 1970s 
to their present infatuation with apolitical 
feminist and gay lifestylism, ecology faddism 
and the like. 

In an interview with Socialist Review 
(another new 'non-sectarian' magazine, this 
time produced by the British SWP) French USec 
leader Alain Krivine expresses this mood, and 
the USec's capitulation before it: 

'First, there is a crisis which is a result 
of 1968 in the sense that, as I said, 1968 
was a movement not only against exploitation 
but also against oppression. There developed 
movements which revolutionary Marxists were 
unable to understand. Now they understand, 
but too late. 
'For example, the question of the oppression 
of women inside revolutionary organisations 
has caused a seriOUS crisis throughout the 
far left in Europe. The violence of the 
women in our organisations is linked to the 
violence of the oppression they have suf
fered within our organisations -- leading to 
splits etc. 
'But it's not only the question of women, of 
homosexuals, etc, it's even in a certain 
sense the crisis of militantisme~ which 
raises the question of the kind of revolu
tionary organisation we need.' (Somatist 
Review, May 1978) 

Krivine goes on to assure the interviewer 
that 'Of course, I'm not putting Len1nism into 
question' •.. and then proceeds to do just that: 

'Ithink we have to discuss the application of 
democratic centralism -- it's two words 
which contradict each other. So today we 
discuss the question of democracy within the 
revolutionary organisation, the role of the 
leadership, the beginning of bureaucratisa
tion linked to the development of the organ
isation, and it's not an answer just to say 
"Lenin said, Lenin said". How do we under
stand the new forms of political activity 
that have emerged? I accept that we have to 
use the framework of Leninism, but we have 
to be careful not to give dogmatiC answers 
to these questions. Many organisations have 
been thrown into total crisis, have been 
split, as a result of these problems.' 

In other words, if they don't keep liquidating, 
they'll lose even more members. 

But the frantic search for 'new forms of 
political activity' will only result in further 
crises for the United Secretariat. Krivine's 
own organisation, the Ligue Communiste Revolu
tionnaire (LCR) has seen the logical conclusion 
of capitulation to feminism: the splits to 
which he refers have included ex-Pabloist women 
who no longer see the LCR as a useful forum in 
which to fight for their feminist politics. 

Pabloist liquidationism logically generates 
such centrifugal forces, which in the long term 
threaten to pull an organisation apart into 

stituencies. This is happening throughout the 
European USec sections today, and has led to 
often spectacular splits throughout the Pablo
ites' history. 

In the early 1950s, Michel Pablo's lieuten
ants Mestre in France and Lawrence in Britain 
broke openly from Trotskyism and departed to 
the Stalinist parties. In the late 1960s it was 
the turn of the Italian USec's youth group, 
which embraced Maoism. In the early 1970s the 
former Argentine USec section passed openly 
over to urban terrorism. And in 1977 the LCR's 
most consistent 'self-management' devotees 
split in order to fuse with Pablo's wing of the 
PSU in something called the 'Communist Com
mittees for Self-management'. But in response 
the congenital opportunists of the USec have 
only moved further rightward, presenting ever
more-openly revisionist claptrap as 'non
dogmatic' Leninism. 

The answer to the IMG's failure to develop 
women cadres as revolutionaries, its preference 
for flashy presence over serious politics and 
its cliquish internal life is not to be found 
in the pursuit of every likely looking oppor
tunity at the expense of programme. Only a pol
itical struggle for genuine Trotskyism -- the 
Trotskyism of the international Spartacist ten
dency -- will salvage whatever sincere and 
subjectively revolutionary members remain in 
the USec's British section. 

FORWARD TO THE REBIRTH OF THE FOURTH INTER
NATIONAL! 

Trotskyism against liberal guilt 

The Leninist position on 
immigration and the national 
question 
Conway Hall 
Red Lion Square, London 
information: 01-278 2232 

Friday June 23 
7:30 
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Not p~~ular-frontist Anti Nazi League but: 

'Workers defence guards 
to crush the fascists ! 

'Magie. They came in their thousands. They 
marphed, they sang, they chanted. And more 
came .... Eighty thousand thronged the park, 
celebrating the rise against the fascists. 
"We're black, we're white, we're dynamite," 
they sang. They stood in the sun together. 
Eighty thousand. No trouble. Magic.' (Socic;Z
is-:: ;ior~er, 6 May) 

So the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) summed 
up the Anti Nazi League (ANL) Carnival of April 
30. On that day, rallied by the slogan 'NF = no 
fun, no freedom, no future', tens of thousands 
of demonstrators gathered in Trafalgar Square 
and marched to a concert in Victoria Park. 
Undoubtedly the vast majority sincerely wanted 
to stop the rise of the fascist National Front, 
whose activities are a dangerous threat to 
every worker, leftist and immigrant. But the 
marchers only got empty 'anti-fascist' speeches 
from union bureaucrats, Tribunites and lib-
erals, followed by a fonr-mile parad!,! and a 
punk rock concert at the end. 

Then the day after the Carnival -- May Day, 
infernational workers' day -- the NF heid an· 
unpublicis~d march through the streets of 
London, from Portland Place to Hoxton. The 

000 to 1 500 

under police protection, and were not opposed 
by any counterdemonstrators. This was the first 
time the NF has eVer been able to march through 
central London without incident. 

What did Socialist Worker have to say about 
this? 

'The next day the National Front held a walk 
through London's Eas~ End. Nearly two hundred 
attended. It was secret. It rained all the 
way. Even God has joined the Anti Nazi 
League .... ' . 

Arithmetic and jour~alistic incompetence did 
not cause thi~ distorted accou~t of the march 
-- instead the SWP had something political to 
hide. For as ANL press officer Peter Hain ad
mitted in the 11 May issue of Socialist Chal
lenge, ANL and SWP leaders knew that the fas
cist provocation was to take place at least two 
days before it happened. But they did nothing 
to protest it, or even to inform the many thou-

. sands gathered for the Carnival. Rather, in 
order to conciliate its social-democratic and 
bourgeois allies inside the ANL, the SWP agreed 
to with~old the information about the impending 
NF march. 

This incident graphically demonstrates the 
real nature and purpose of the Anti Nazi 
League. The ANL has been hailed by all and 
sundry -- from its initiators the SWP, to the 
fake-Trotskyist International Marxist Group, 
the-Communist Party and the Labour 'lefts' -
as a major step forward in the fight against 
the NF. This is a lie. The Anti Nazi League is 
a popular-frontist, social-patriotic roadblock 
to mobilising t·he working class to smash the 
fascist threat. It does not show workers and 
the oppressed how to use their strength to 
drive the fascists off the streets. Instead it 
counsels 'unity' with labour misleaders and 
'democratic' representatives of the class enemy 
around paCifist, nationalist 'anti-Nazi' 
propaganda. 

Harling 'democratic' imperialism ~ 

The ANL was launched last autumn with a 
founding statement signed by numerous 'respect
able' luminaries: union bureaucrats, 'left' 
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Anti Nazi League Carnival, Trafalgar Square. 

Labour MPs, football players, actresses and 
even lords. It appealed for 'the widest poss
ible support for our efforts to alert the peo
ple of this country to the growing menace of 
the New Nazis'. In a turn of phrase that would 
have done Stalin's popular front 'theoretician' 
Dimitrov proud, the ANL vowed to 'unite all 
those who oppose the growth of the Nazis in 
Britain, irrespective of other differences'. 

A key component of this 'unity' is outright 
social patriotism. Tribune supporter ~rnie 
Roberts, an ex-AUEW national officer and pro
spective Labour parliamentary candidate, 
summed up the line in his speech as chairman of 
the Carnival pre-march rally. According to 
Roberts, the ANL's fight against the National 
Front is the contemporary equivalent of 
Britain's fight against Germany in World War 
II. 

Such flag-waving rubbish has been a constant 
theme of ANL propaganda, which regularly 
attacks the National Front for not being truly 
patriOtic. ANL publications forever portray 
NFers as jackbooted aliens trying to smuggle 
authori~arian German ideas into the 'demo
cratic' British body politic. One major ANL 
pamphlet, 'The National Front and the Jews', 
states: 

'Given that Britain opposed Germany in the 
second World War, the Front leadership has to 
explain how they can be both.patriotic and 
yet support the German Nazis. ' 

Speaking at a 20 April Anti Nazi League Cen
tral London rally, SWP and ANL leader Nigel 
Harris complained of the 'impudence' shown by 
the National Front in holding a demonstration 
on Remembrance Day: 'And they call th~mselves 
patriots! Who the hell's side were they on?' 
Apparently the ANL would have been on the side 
of the British and American imperialists! Ah, 

if only that heroic patriot Winston Churchill 
were still with us -- then Nigel Harris could 
sign him up as an An~i Nazi League sponsor! 

Labour 'left' politicians have been particu
larly eager to use the ANL to get themselves a 
cheap 'anti-fascist' cover, for they have been 
severely compromised by the government's anti
working-class policies and protection for fas
cist demonstrations. More than forty ·Labour MPs 
have endorsed the League to date. One, Neil 
Kinnock, explained at the ANL founding press 
conference that he was proud to sign up as an 
officer of the organisation -- after all, it • 
was 'an alternative to streetfighting' (quoted 
in Socialist Challenge, .17 November 1977). 

Labour's Liberal Party coalition partners 
also assured representation in the ANL, with 
Lord Avebury putting his name to the founding 
statement. More recently Socialist Worker 
(6 May) has regaled its readers with stories of 
the local Liberal Party in Stoke-on-Trent, 
which joined the SWP and Labour Party in mass 
'anti-Nazi' leafletting for the local 
elections. 

'Stopping the Nazis at the polls' 

In fact, ,the whole unholy ANL alliance was 
explicitly set up to produce anti-NF propaganda 
in the period leading up to local Council and 
general elections. The ANL saw the May 4 
Couneil elections as the first big test of its 
strategy. When the National Front's average 
vote dropped sharply compared with 1976, the 
ANL hailed this as a great victory. ('Nazi NF 
humiliated' was the Socialist Worker headline.) 

But however disheartening the results may 
have been to the NF, votes are by no means the 

continued on page lO 
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